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Introduction

A Badger Stream Love Affair
My fascination with rivers started near my hometown of Osage, Iowa on the Cedar River. High school
buddies and I fished the river and canoe-camped along its lovely limestone bluffs. In 1969 I graduated
from St. Olaf College in Minnesota and soon paddled my first Wisconsin stream. With my college
sweetheart I spent three days and two nights canoe-camping from Taylors Falls to Stillwater on the St.
Croix River. “Sweet Caroline” by Neil Diamond blared from our transistor radio as we floated this
lovely stream which was designated a National Wild and Scenic River in 1968. Little did I know I
would eventually explore more than 300 other Wisconsin streams.
In the late 1970s I was preoccupied by my medical studies in Milwaukee but did find the time to
explore some rivers. I recall canoeing the Oconto, Chippewa, Kickapoo, “Illinois Fox,” and West Twin
Rivers during those years. Several of us traveled to the Peshtigo River and rafted “Roaring Rapids”
with a commercial company. At the time I could not imagine riding this torrent in a canoe. We also
rafted Piers Gorge on the Menomonee River. Our guide failed to avoid Volkswagen Rock over
Mishicot Falls. We flipped and I experienced the second worst “swim” of my life. Was I deterred from
whitewater? Just the opposite, it seems.
By the late 1970s I was a practicing physician, but I found time for Wisconsin rivers. In 1979 I signed
up for the tandem whitewater clinic run by the River Touring Section of the Sierra Club’s John Muir
Chapter. After learning about whitewater strokes and tactics from the Burtons and the Bindrichs I was
forever hooked on whitewater and was also beginning to appreciate the unique beauty of Wisconsin’s
rivers. Like many others I soon switched from tandem to solo whitewater canoeing. Being the “captain
of one’s own fate” in a solo canoe is too tempting for most of us. Weekends often found me paddling
whitewater streams like the Wolf, the Red, and the Pike with fellow Sierrans.
But unlike most of my buddies I was also drawn to quiet water and I realized I liked to explore new
streams by myself. I was developing a strong desire to see “what was around the next bend” on
multiple rivers in Wisconsin and beyond. In 1983, Bob Diggelman, Pat Brennaman and I began a
tradition which lasted nearly 30 years. Joined by a cast of characters which changed through the years
we explored more than 50 Class III and IV Appalachian streams between Pennsylvania and Alabama.
Scott and Susan Watson were with us more of those years than were the others. As time passed
several of us also undertook major expeditions on “far north” Canadian rivers like the Burnside and
the South Nahanni. Many rivers in the American West like the Middle Fork of the Salmon and the
Grand Canyon of the Colorado were added to our river lists. But Wisconsin streams always lured me
back. My own list began to include more and more streams in the Badger State.
In 1982 I realized I had already paddled quite a few Wisconsin streams and I decided to count them.
To my surprise the total was nearly 100. From that point I kept a running total and began to take

notes on my adventures. Eventually I began to write about these experiences which were mostly solo
day trips. My 100th Wisconsin stream was Sawyer County’s Teal River in 1983. In 1996 I paddled my
200th stream which was Paint Creek near Chippewa Falls. I kept counting but had no idea I would
reach 300! In 1998 I reached another milestone. That November I paddled Walworth County’s
Mukwonago River into Lulu Lake. Prior to that day I had paddled at least one river in all of Wisconsin’s
72 counties except Walworth.
I have loved so many things about this crazy quest. It has been fun deciding which stream to explore
next and which section. I always enjoy the logistical planning including which shuttle mode to use.
Every conceivable method to get back to my vehicle at the put-in has been in my repertoire. Included
have been hitch-hiking, mountain biking, jogging and cross country skiing. The challenge of pulling
my canoes over and around hundreds if not thousands of woody obstructions like fallen trees and
beaver dams is something I actually enjoy (most of the time).
My appreciation for the beauty of Wisconsin rivers grew ever greater. I noted with dismay the many
ways our streams have been neglected and abused. I also became a student of the stream natural
history. The streamside flora fascinated me but I especially enjoyed studying the bedrock and glacial
geology which moving water reveals. Eventually I was giving slide show presentations around the
state which stressed geology but included other natural features, human history, and also trip
recommendations.
April 14, 2007 was a momentous day for me. With a flotilla of fellow paddlers I floated the East Twin
River from Mishicot to Two Rivers. Following the trip a luncheon was held to celebrate the completion
of my goal of navigating 300 Wisconsin rivers. At a restaurant in downtown Two Rivers I was
presented a plaque by the city’s mayor and the president of the city council which commemorated my
accomplishment. Since that day of have added several new ones but am pretty sure I will never reach
400.
It may be that no one else has paddled 300 streams in any other single state. Stream- rich Wisconsin
may be the only state where such a feat is even possible. That said, I can truthfully say that my
“odyssey” was more about the journey than the goal. In the process I developed a love affair for the
Badger State and its rivers which will last as long as I live.

Thanks to all of you for supporting the River Alliance of Wisconsin. The work of this organization has
been indispensable to the health of Wisconsin streams. Thanks also for being here to help launch that
organization’s website link to my river descriptions. I hope at least some of you will utilize the site to
help you discover a Wisconsin stream you may have wondered about. Perhaps it will be a “gem” near
where you live.
Richard Kark
Asheville, North Carolina

Foreword

So Many Rivers……
This compilation of 300+ summaries of river excursions, small and large (rivers), short and long
(the excursions) is a remarkable accomplishment. Even more remarkable is the effort and
commitment that led to its creation. Somewhere, somehow – he doesn’t make it clear here –
Rick Kark decided he would paddle as many Wisconsin streams as he could get his canoes into,
taking careful notes each time of the flora, fauna, and underlying geology of the river he was
traveling. He includes the useful logistical information paddlers come to expect from these
publications, but Rick adds color and insight and good humor to each of his entries, making this
compendium the most useful and the most entertaining of any I have read.
I’m not sure Rick coined this adage he uttered to me one time, or if he read it on a bumpersticker. Whatever its origin, you can see how it might become the rallying cry for paddling 300+
streams in Wisconsin:
“I brake for bridges.”
Any river rat knows this phenomenon. You are driving along and you see a bridge. You slow
down, then quickly turn your head right and left to see what potential the stream you just drove
over might have. Is it navigable? Where does it flow? What are its origins? What is its story?
These questions, and a keen sense of adventure, drove Rick to explore these Wisconsin streams
and catalog his experiences. With a boat tied on top and a bike racked on the back of his car (or
jogging shoes in his dry bag), Rick would sometimes drive over a bridge, pull over and stop, and
throw in his boat to see where the stream would lead him. Others were more carefully planned.
What is especially impressive, in these days of GPS and Google Maps, is that Rick wandered up
and down these rivers (yes, UP – many streams he made round trips on) without the kind of
minute detail we now expect to have before slipping a boat into the water.
Rick was not after setting some Guinness record or scoring bragging rights for how many
streams he’d “vanquished.” This was not a contest or a race. It was a three-plus decade odyssey
rooted in the sheer joy of paddling and a deep appreciation for rivers.
There are some truly obscure streams Rick writes up that may not have seen a single paddler on
them since he dipped his paddle into them in the early 1990s. But there are no doubt many of
them that will tempt and beckon you. (Do take note, though, that conditions will have changed
on many of the rivers Rick describes here.) The count – roughly 306 – is a count of the number
of discretely different streams Rick has paddled on since he began this adventure in the late
1970s. It does not count the multiple trips on scores of rivers that would no doubt take Rick’s
count into the thousands.

I have to thank Rick for introducing me to “gueriilla paddling” (a term coined by our good friend
and Rockford-based river rat Tom Lindblade), whereby you seek out the obscure, the small, and
the unknown stream; you are unintimidated by the lack of paddler knowledge of that stream;
and you are not bothered in the least by a few pullovers or deadfall maneuvering. (In fact, the
latter, and the skill they demand, are part of why you go on small, obscure streams.)
With this compendium, Rick has made the obscure more tantalizing, the seemingly inaccessible
more approachable, and the fascinating but complicated geology of Wisconsin more
understandable. It is an impressive accomplishment that I hope will bring more people to more
rivers, thereby bringing more love and more protection for these watery veins that shape and
define Wisconsin.
Denny Caneff
Madison, Wisconsin

West Central Wisconsin Rivers and Streams
This section includes 43 rivers and streams that either originate or are
mostly confined to these West Central Wisconsin counties: Buffalo,
Chippewa, Clark, Dunn, Eau Claire, Jackson, Pepin, Pierce, St. Croix, Taylor
and Trempealeau.
Beaver Creek
Black River
Bridge Creek
Cedar Creek
Devils Creek
Eau Claire River
Eau Claire River (So. Fork)
Elk Creek
Halls Creek
Hay River
Indian Creek
Kinnickinnic River
Main Creek
Mud Creek
O’Neil Creek
Paint Creek
Popple River
Robinson Creek
Silver Creek
Waumandee Creek
Willow River
Wolf River

Big Weirgor Creek
Black River (East Fork)
Buffalo River
Chippewa River
Duncan Creek
Eau Claire River (No. Fork)
Eau Galle River
Fisher River
Hay Creek
Hay River (South Fork)
Jump River
Lowes Creek
Morrison Creek
Muddy Creek
Otter Creek
Pigeon Creek
Red Cedar River
Rush River
Trempealeau River
Wedges Creek
Wilson Creek

Beaver Creek
Location
Trempealeau County.
Natural Features
North and South Branches both originate near the southern end of the Jackson-Trempealeau
County line. These 2 branches flow among coulees, forested ridges, and farm fields to the village
of Ettrick, where they join to form Beaver Creek. U.S. Hwy 53 follows its valley between there and
Galesville. Alongside that town, the creek has cut an exposed sandstone cliff on river left. Not far
downstream, Beaver Creek enters the bottomlands of the Black River flood plain. Farms are
fewer so the stream takes on a wilder appearance during its tortuous final miles to the
confluence. Southern hardwood and bottomland trees come in many varieties here. Included are
black walnut and river birch trees among the ubiquitous silver maples. Backwater sloughs and
oxbow lakes are common. The current is moderate to slow and rocks are few and far between.
Human History and Influence
In the 1880s, Reverend David Van Slyke was convinced that the Galesville area was true site of
the biblical Garden of Eden. He did his best to spread this theory. At some point in time, a dam
was constructed at Galesville which created Lake Marinuka.
Water quality of Beaver Creek is usually quite muddy from eroding topsoil and somewhat
polluted by agricultural runoff.
Navigability and Difficulty
Too many tree-related obstructions for most, but not for me. Portaging was easy because the
water was shallow and the stream floor was sandy. There are no rapids. Water levels should
always be adequate.
Trip Ideas: My experience
In April of 1989, I paddled by myself from the Third Ave. bridge just south of Galesville down to
the Black River and on to the Hwy 35 bridge. Then I bicycled back to my car. Signs of human
habitation were few. I saw many ducks and one woodchuck up close who never noticed me. This
critter was emitting a wheezing noise as if it was suffering from a cold. It was an enjoyable trip
for me, though there were occasional fallen trees to pull over or around. No such problems
arose after I reached the wide Black River.
I returned to Beaver Creek in July of 2006 with Ron Rosner and a tandem canoe. This time it
seemed there were more woody obstructions, but it was a warm day and we did not mind the
frequent need to jump into the water and wrestle the canoe over, under or around these
obstructions. We had put in further downstream of where I did the first time. This access was
from the last bridge before the Black, but it still took about 2 hours to reach that big river and

another hour to reach our Hwy 35 bridge take-out. We reached the latter bridge by an unusual
route. Instead of following the main Black River the entire way, we diverted rightward into a
“distributary” known as Tank Creek. (See the Tank Creek write up for a description of that
option.) When we reached the Hwy 35 bridge over Tank Creek, we found our hidden bicycles
and rode them back to our put-in spot on Beaver Creek.
Further Ideas
Continue down the Black to Lake Onalaska, possibly camping along the way. Upstream sections
of Beaver Creek are likely deadfall choked.
Conclusion
If it weren’t for the deadfall, this would be perfect way to start a trip down the lower Black River.
Don’t rule it out, however, if you like small streams and don’t mind a few, easy portages.

Big Weirgor Creek
Location
Sawyer and Rusk Counties
Natural Features
The Blue Hills are a prominent feature of southern Sawyer and northern Rusk counties. They
have persisted because the underlying bedrock is a very hard metamorphic rock known as
quartzite. Much of the range attains even greater heights because of end moraine materials
deposited by the Wisconsin glacier. Late melting chunks of ice resulted in kettle lakes. Several of
these lakes, a series of springs, and precipitation run-off from the east side of the Blue Hills all
feed into the Big Weigor Creek drainage system. Eventually this stream drops into the valley of
the Chippewa River with which it merges. Where Big Weirgor is navigable the current is quick
with riffles but no significant whitewater. It drains a conifer-hardwood forest. The stream bed is
comprised of sand and gravel laced with Precambrian rock boulders of various sizes.
Human History and Influence
As it has for decades, logging continues to impact this stream system. It receives small amounts
of tainted run off from scattered farms near Exeland and along Hwy 40. Little Weirgor Creek is a
major tributary which has been partially protected since the 1950’s as a state wildlife area.
Tributaries flow through the small communities of Weirgor and Exeland. Near its headwaters,
Big Weirgor Creek has been damned to form Deer Lake which has some dwellings on its shores.
Navigability and Difficulty
When I paddled this stream long ago, it was surprisingly clear of deadfall. There were riffles but
no real rapids. Big Weirgor is only navigable during the spring run off and after significant rains.
There are no gauges.
Trip Ideas: My experience
I have not been on Big Weirgor Creek since the early 1980’s. Then I explored it on two separate
occasions. Considering all of my “solo” adventures it is mildly surprising that both times I was in
a tandem canoe with other people. Both trips began at the Hwy 40 Bridge and ended at the
County D Bridge over the Chippewa River. The total distance was about 6 miles including about
3 miles on each stream. I remember it an attractive narrow and winding stream. There were a
few riffles to navigate and a few boulders to avoid. On one of the trips we admired blooming
marsh marigolds. Coyotes are plentiful in Wisconsin, but in my experience anyway they are
rarely seen along rivers. On the second trip, my partner and I surprised one and got a great view
of it before it fled into the woods. The Chippewa River portion of the trip is scenic and easy to
paddle.

Further Ideas
Perhaps upstream sections are big enough to paddle when the water is high. Paddlers could
also continue down the Chippewa River from the County D Bridge. This is my favorite section of
that river.
Conclusion
With enough water, Big Weirgor Creek is a viable option for paddling adventurers who like small
streams. Consider using it as a way to enter a very nice section of the Chippewa River.

Black River
Location
Large drainage area in Western Wisconsin includes parts of Taylor, Clark, Jackson, Trempealeau,
and La Crosse counties.
Natural Features
Headwaters begin in Black Lake just west of Rib Lake in northwestern Taylor County. Sitting on
what geologists have called the Wisconsin Dome, the elevation here is high for Wisconsin.
Because of this, the Black descends rather steeply to the Mississippi River at La Crosse. The
steepest part is in Clark County where it drops from the Northern Highland to the Central Plain.
Here the river cuts down through granite bedrock which it intermittently exposes all the way to
Black River Falls.
Black Lake sits on a terminal moraine left by the Wisconsin Glacier. The river cuts through this
moraine exposing unsorted rocks, gravels and sands. After it leaves these hills the Black’s
streambed continues to be very rocky. Strewn across the river bed are countless boulders which
are termed “glacial erratics” because they were carried down from the north by the Wisconsin
Glacier and were dropped haphazardly. Starting a few miles north of Greenwood in Clark
County, river travelers will start to notice bedrock granite exposed along the banks. These
vertical walls become quite dramatic at places like the Neillsville Rapids and below the dam at
Lake Arbutus.
A few miles upstream of Black River Falls, the Black enters Wisconsin’s Driftless Area which has
never been glaciated. Yet the river’s banks and floor are comprised of glaciated materials. Why
do these misplaced rocks, sands and gravels exist within never-glaciated terrain? Because they
were washed downstream from glaciated areas to the north and deposited as “outwash” when
the melt waters receded.
Downstream of Black River Falls, the river changes dramatically as it slows for its final ride to the
Mississippi. Sandstone cliffs replace the granite ones. A more meandering course is followed
through extensive bottomlands lined by silver maples and swamp oaks. This contrasts to points
upstream where the river banks are consistently high and covered with Northwoods upland
trees like birches, maples, hemlocks and pines. White pines can still be seen on the lower river
where they often cap sandstone bluffs. Growing on the hills beyond the bottomlands are oak
savannas and hardwood forests. Sloughs and backwaters are common. The erratic boulders so
commonly seen upstream are replaced by sandbars and a sandy stream floor. The Black does
undergo one more dramatic change as it nears the Mississippi. Here it breaks into many
channels in a vast and marshy backwater complex.
Human History and Influence
Native Americans used the Black River extensively during their travels, as did French fur traders.
Logging became the predominant economic activity of the latter 19th century. The river was

used to float logs down the river to places like Black River Falls. This settlement was blessed with
water power for mills because geologically it was a “fall line city.” Rapids develop at such
locations where granite meets sandstone. Upstream the Black flows through two other county
seat towns at Medford and Neillsville. Despite such settlements and nearby farms, much of the
Black’s corridor is undeveloped.
There are only three dams on the Black River, which is not a large number for a river so long.
The first one forms a small flowage in Medford. The second, a large power dam at Hatfield,
backs up a recreational flowage known as Lake Arbutus. A third dam buries most of the rapids at
Black River Falls. Technically there is a fourth dam which impacts the Black. This one, at
Onalaska, combines with a nearby Corps of Engineers lock and dam across the Mississippi to
back up a wide pool known as Lake Onalaska. The Black empties into Lake Onalaska where its
waters blend with those of the Mississippi. The Black’s channel does reform briefly at La Crosse
where it flows east of French Island.
Water quality is good, considering the nearby towns and agricultural influences. Tannin staining
from headwater bogs gives the river a “black” appearance.
Navigability and Difficulty
These qualities vary widely. Fallen trees should not be a problem south of Hwy. 64 in Taylor
County. Water levels are often too low upstream of Lake Arbutus. In recent years there have
been scheduled dam releases for whitewater boaters wishing to “play” the rapids just
downstream of the Hatfield Dam. For release schedules call 1-888 HYDROWI. Water levels
downstream of Black River Falls will usually be adequate. Water levels and runnability advice are
provided on the American Whitewater website for 5 separate sections.
The rocky and shallow Black is frustrating to paddle when the water is too low upstream of Lake
Arbutus. The river can rise to dangerously high levels through the various rapids of Clark
County. Whitewater skills and experience are needed to be safe on the Black River’s numerous
rapids. With the exception of the drops immediately below the Hatfield dam they rate only
Classes I and II at medium to high flows but some approach Class III’s when the water is
extremely high. Only experts belong in the Class III-IV gorge which begins immediately below
the above-mentioned dam.
The Black downstream of Black River Falls? It’s an easy cruising stretch suitable for novices and
families.
Trip Ideas: My experience
I will summarize my many outings on the Black starting upstream and working downstream.
In June of 1999 I paddled alone down a stretch which began at the Hwy 73 bridge over the
Popple River. From there, I scraped and dragged my Bell Wildfire for a mile down to the Black
where I found plenty of water. (See my separate narrative on the Popple River in this section.) A
good place to judge the adequacy of flow here is to view the Hemlock Rapids which are located

just upstream of the Riplinger Ave. bridge 3 miles north and a half mile west of Greenwood.
After a total time on both rivers of an hour and a half I reached my take-out and bicycle at
Greenwood Park about a mile north of the community of Greenwood. T
The Popple confluence is precisely where the rapids of the Black River begin. They do not stop
until Lake Arbutus. The Class I “rips” of the Popple would have been fun with enough water. On
the Black, I did encounter several sets of minor rapids which I enjoyed running in my solo Bell
Wildfire canoe. All were Class I except for the Hemlock Rapids mentioned above, which rates a
Class II. The scenery was excellent with lots of blooming Canada anemones.
In 1981 I paddled the upper Black for the first time. My companions were a sizeable group of
health care professionals from Eau Claire. We paddled from just north of Neillsville to Lake
Arbutus. The rapids on this section gave us problems. Several canoes tipped over including the
aluminum Grumman which carried my partner Bill Read and me. I was a relative novice on
whitewater at the time. At medium flows most of these rapids rate only Class I, but Upper and
Lower Neillsville Rapids and Red Granite Rapids do rise to the level of Class II’s. The latter is
located between Hwy 95 and Lake Arbutus.
I paddled essentially the same above stretch twice more during the 1980s but a Memorial Day
adventure in 2001 was my most memorable trip. High water gave my tandem partner and me all
the whitewater thrills we could handle. We practically flew down the 22 miles from Greenwood
Park to 5 miles past Neillsville where we took out at a river right landing along Opelt Ave. The
water was so high that the turbulence and waves were nearly constant. Things got especially
dicey in the Lower Neillsville Rapids where we nearly were flipped by a high, curling wave in a
tough rapid which bordered on a Class III in difficulty. During a brief moment of relative calm
we glanced up and spotted a trio of soaring bald eagles.
On a couple of occasions I have paddled the three mile stretch of the Black River between Hwy K
and the Powerhouse Rd landing on river right. There is a put-in just upstream of K on river left
which requires a carry down a steep path. This rocky piece of river does feature a tricky little
Class II “S-curve” and a long Class I rock garden just before the powerhouse.
It must have been during the 1970s that I canoed the 6 miles from Hall’s Creek Landing (along
Cty. E on river right) to the dam in Black River Falls. It was the only time I ever canoe-camped
alone with my brother. Unfortunately our trip was marred by hordes of deer flies. Then at our
chosen campsite I discovered that I had forgotten my matches so we could not start a campfire.
It’s no wonder that my brother showed no interest in joining me again on such an outing.
Twice in the late 1970s I canoe-camped with another tandem partner between Black River Falls
and North Bend. These 33 three miles are the most frequently paddled sections of the Black
and for good reason. The slow, wide river is family friendly. Its wooded shores and sandstone
cliffs are visually appealing. The sandbars are great for swimming and camping. There are canoe
liveries in the area which rent canoes and provide shuttle services.

I do recall one minor misadventure my partner and I had during one trip downstream of Black
River Falls. This section of the river contains numerous islands, side channels and backwaters.
We impulsively followed a small channel which cut off to the left. It divided into smaller and
smaller channels and finally disappeared into an unnavigable swampy maze. We were forced to
drag the canoe and our gear across a quarter mile of dry land before we found the main channel
again.
In late August of 2008, I returned to canoe-camp the river between Black River Falls and North
Bend. Pat Brennaman and I put in at the Bruce Cormican landing and paddled solo canoes. The
water was very shallow so at times it was difficult to keep from getting stuck. We were joined
for the latter two thirds of the trip by Ron Rosner whom we met at the Irving landing. During the
night we heard the calls of several owls. We stopped to climb directly up the splashing water of
Lost Falls. Our neoprene boots gave us good footholds on the steep sandstone bedrock “steps”
which create this falls. This lovely cascade is on Roaring Creek just upstream of its mouth on
river right two miles downstream of the Irving Landing.
Most of my Black River experiences in recent years have been down stream of Hwy. 53. Friends
and I have put-in at the landing just downstream of that bridge on river left. From there we have
canoed down to the Mississippi backwaters. Twice we started late in the day and began looking
for a suitable camping sandbar almost immediately. Once we took out at the landing along
County ZB on the north shore of Lake Onalaska. That was the day we were privileged to paddle
through acres of blooming American lotuses.
On two other occasions we diverted rightward from the main channel into Tank Creek which
finds its own way into the Mississippi backwaters near Trempealeau. (See the narrative on Tank
Creek in this section.) In past years it was possible, especially during periods of high water, to
turn left into a channel called the New Channel about three-quarters of a mile downstream from
the Hwy 53 bridge. Following this route allowed exploration of the Van Loon State Wildlife Area.
On our recent trips this channel has been blocked off by a high sandbar. So instead we have
stopped to view a small slice of this Wildlife Area from the “7 Bridges Road” hiking path. This
trail crosses a series of “bowstring arch truss” bridges which are listed on the National Register
of Historic Places”. They were built in the early 1900s on the area’s only road which spanned the
main channel of the Black. The start of this trail is difficult to identify on river left. It is located
close to a power line which spans the river.
Experiences of Others
The Black River is a well-known and well-traveled canoe stream which has been the subject of
many magazine articles and guidebook descriptions. Among the guidebooks, several old ones
are out of print so I will mention only Mike Svob’s two guide books called Paddling Northern
Wisconsin and Paddling Southern Wisconsin. In the former book he includes a 12.4 mile section
from the Hwy 64 bridge to Bridge Rd. among his featured trip descriptions. This section is
devoid of significant rapids and easy to paddle with enough water. In the narrative he mentions
that some canoeists put in at Division Drive and paddle down to Hwy. 64 if the water is high

enough. He discourages putting in at the first Hwy 64 bridge west of Medford because of too
much deadfall.
In his southern Wisconsin guidebook, Svob describes a series of trips on the Black River all the
way from the Popple River to the Hwy 53 bridge. He mentions that serious whitewater boaters
have enjoyed a new play spot since 1997. That was the year that regularly scheduled summer
releases from the Hatfield dam began. When this short section is running, experts can find a
series of Class IV-V drops and holes in a narrow granite-lined gorge which starts just below the
dam. Most skip the very difficult upper gorge and are satisfied to surf a couple of great waves in
the lower gorge. The American Whitewater website includes a description of the 3.2 mile
section which begins here and also the four consecutive sections between the Popple River and
Lake Arbutus.
The Miles Paddled website includes a nice account of a 2 day canoe-camp trip from Black River
Falls to Melrose.
Further Ideas
A dream of mine is to paddle with a tandem partner from the Popple River to Lake Arbutus.
With high water it should be easy to cover these 40 miles in just one day. I can think of no other
river in Wisconsin which presents a comparable possibility. This seemingly far-fetched idea is
possible because of the Black’s high gradient and its numerous speedy, but runnable rapids.
It is also interesting to contemplate the possibility of an extended canoe-camp trip from Hwy 64
to the Mississippi. The water would need to be at a perfect medium level to negotiate the
numerous rapids in a canoe loaded with camping gear. Portages around the dams at Hatfield
and Black River Falls would also be required. The portage at Hatfield would be at least a half
mile long to bypass the gorge below the dam.

Conclusion
The upper Black River needs extra water, whitewater skills or both but it is a great stretch of
water. Downstream of Black River Falls the river becomes a reliable, easy, and attractive option
for all paddlers.

A young kayaker enjoys a spring run on the upper end of the Black River, near Greenwood.

Black River (East Fork)
Location
Clark, Wood and Jackson counties.
Natural Features
When Glacial Lake Wisconsin was draining around 10,000 years ago, the water went in two
different directions. Southward its meltwaters gouged a new path for the Wisconsin River
through the Wisconsin Dells. West flowing meltwaters found a course to the Black River which is
now occupied by the lower two thirds of the Black River’s East Fork. This small stream winds
through a wide plain of sand and gravel outwash which was deposited by the much larger
meltwater stream. The East Fork’s headwater branches begin north of this broad outwash within
the glacial ground moraines and Northern conifer hardwood forests of southeastern Clark
County and far western Wood County. Its southern headwater creeks arise in the extensive
marshes of southwestern Wood County.
The East Fork flows westward across northern Jackson County through very sparsely populated
terrain. The woods it traverses have been called “white pine flatwoods.” In Wisconsin’s Natural
Communities , Randy Hoffman describes such forests as having developed “on wet sands
perched on an impervious clay layer.” Eventually, the East Fork cuts deep enough to expose
granite bedrock where several ledges help to form rapids.
Human History and Influence
The only dams which scar the East Fork’s drainage area are those engineered to create cranberry
bogs of which there are quite a few near the Wood-Jackson County line. Here pesticides are
applied which pollute the river. The tiny community of Pray, on Hwy.54, is the only municipality
along the river’s banks. The Hatfield Dam on the main Black River does influence the East Fork
because Lake Arbutus backs up into the East Fork. The water quality looks good, but there are
those cranberry pesticides.
Navigability and Difficulty
The water is often too low for a good run. Several minor rapids and a couple of Class II’s
necessitate whitewater skill or portages. Upper stretches will contain some deadfall. The
American Whitewater website contains water level information.
Trip Ideas: My experience
I canoed- camped the East Fork of the Black River with 3 friends in April of 1978. In the spring
of 1981 I returned for a day trip with a large group of health care providers from Eau Claire.
Nineteen years later I returned alone with my Bell Wildfire solo freestyle canoe. Recent rains had
swelled the river that June day, so I was able to speed down 22 miles in 5 hours. After leaving
my bicycle at the Black River State Forest campground on the left where Lake Arbutus begins, I
drove east on Hwy 54 to find a suitable put-in. I would not choose it again, but my trip started at
the Knutes Rd. Bridge which is the first bridge downstream of City Point.

I have three reasons for discouraging this site: First there was a lot of deadfall in the first mile;
second, someone left me a nasty note for leaving my car on the narrow shoulder next to the
bridge; and, third, a monotonous cranberry bog dike appeared on river right and loud
machinery noises emanated from behind it. At least I was able to weave around most of the
woody obstructions of that first mile because the water was so high.
About an hour into the trip the river banks became higher and granite outcrops began to
appear. Upland trees like sugar maples replaced river birches and silver maples. Soon I passed
the Stepanik Road bridge and a landing which would have been a more satisfactory put-in
point. Within a mile I encountered two major challenges for me in my non-whitewater Bell
Wildfire canoe. Whitetail Rapids and East Fork Falls did not look easy! So I took lots of time to
scout and find the best routes. Both were scary high water runs in my little canoe but I came
through them fine. They rate Class II but probably deserve II+’s at high water.
What a great day it was for wildlife sightings! A pair of whitetail deer swam across the river right
in front of me and I saw many others. Waterfowl were plentiful. I watched a sharp-shinned hawk
fly rapidly across the river. Seconds later I heard the screaming of its presumed victim and then
the sounds of other critters in the forest sounding the alarm to be aware of this predator.
In the last mile before the campground I flew over a series of minor rapids which were fun and
easy to run at high water.
Experiences of Others
Mike Svob briefly mentions the East Fork in his Black River narrative in Paddling Southern
Wisconsin. More complete descriptions can be found in the out of print guidebooks
Whitewater-Quietwater and the Indianhead Rivers of West Central Wisconsin. A brief
description can also be found at the American Whitewater Website. The Miles Paddled website
includes an account of the East Fork from Overguard Rd. to the East Fork campground.
Conclusion
This small stream is wild and pretty. Deadfall concerns should be minimal below Stepanik Road.
Extra water and intermediate whitewater skills are needed. Consider a two day canoe-camp
outing like my friends and I enjoyed in 1978.

Bridge Creek
Location
Eau Claire County.
Natural Features
This stream drains original oak savanna hills south of Augusta. Several branches converge near
Augusta and from there Bridge Creek flows northward into the Eau Claire River. More white
pines begin to appear along the way because the stream is entering Wisconsin’s Northwoods.
The creek cuts a narrow sandstone gorge (dells) as it makes its descent to the Eau Claire River
floodplain. Here it even kicks up a little whitewater. Finally, Bridge Creek winds through a
bottomland forest before it hits the Eau Claire River. In this section the banks are composed of
very sandy glacial outwash.
Human History and Influence
In 1864 a dam and Dells Mill were erected just north of Augusta. This picturesque and often
photographed mill is now a museum. The structure is constructed entirely of wood including the
waterwheel, its gears and its pulleys. Many Amish farmers have settled in the Augusta area in
recent years.
Navigability and Difficulty
Only practical navigation is downstream of Dells millpond. Medium to high water will be needed
through the dells just downstream of the County V bridge. At low water it should be possible to
walk the canoe through shallow sections to the bottomland section where there should
generally be enough water for a good run. The view from the above bridge and a short hike
from there should suffice to judge the adequacy of flow. I was required to portage three times
around woody obstructions before the Eau Claire River confluence.
Trip Ideas: My experience
In early May of 1991 I ran tiny Bridge Creek alone in my solo whitewater canoe. I put in by the
County V bridge without permission though I probably should have obtained it from the
landowner. Fast water ensued immediately culminating in a brief Class II plunge into the slow
and winding bottomland section. The “dells” section was short and the whole trip down to
Harstad Park took only about two hours. It was an attractive stream devoid of obvious human
influences. I had left my small motorcycle at my Harstad Park take-out, so I rode it back to my
car back by the mill.
Further Ideas
Continue down the Eau Claire River another 7 ½ miles to the County D bridge. Or, for those who
like to run their shuttles, the jogging distance back to the Mill from Harstad Park is only three
miles.

Conclusion
Worth paddling for those who like to explore small creeks. It’s pretty with a small taste of easy
whitewater. When the water’s up, why not start a trip down the Eau Claire River this way?

Buffalo River
Location
Portions of Trempealeau, Jackson, Buffalo, Eau Claire and Pepin Counties.
Natural Features
This is the “Driftless Region’s” northernmost stream. Even though it was never covered by a
glacier, the Buffalo River’s course was radically changed by a gigantic natural dam comprised of
glacial drift. This event effectively “beheaded” the stream and forced it to find a new course near
the present town of Mondovi. The new river turned southward but the old valley survives in a
westerly direction and is now occupied by Bear Creek. The Buffalo begins where its North and
South Branches merge at Osseo. It occupies a broad valley surrounded by the ridges and
coulees which are characteristic of this never glaciated part of the state. Bottomland deciduous
trees grow along its low banks and the stream floor is sandy without rocks. Near the Mississippi
River the Buffalo turns into a cattail marsh and widens into Rieck’s Lake at the city of Alma. In
November, this is a famous stopping off place for migrating tundra swans.
Human History and Influence
There is a dam over the South Branch in Osseo just upstream of where it merges with the North
Branch. Following a second dam at Strum, the Buffalo runs wild and free all the way to the
Mississippi. Many locals still call it the “Beef” River because the original name was Boeuf, the
French name for Buffalo. The river is far from pristine because it flows through several human
settlements and its valley is heavily farmed.
Navigability and Difficulty
There are no rapids but limb dodging will be needed. Below Mondovi there should not be much
need for portages around fallen trees but this is not the case upstream of that town.
Trip Ideas: My experience
My first ride down the Buffalo was in 1981 with a woman friend. My main memory was watching
a herd of Black Angus cattle which started to stampede when we entered their domain. Briefly
we seemed to be in danger of being toppled and trampled.
Later in the 1980s I put in at Strum and paddled down to Eleva by myself. Then I jogged back to
my car along the Buffalo River State Trail. There was a manageable number of fallen trees,
though the situation changed a couple years later when I led a group of Eau Claire area Sierra
Club paddlers down the same section. A storm or a flood had toppled scores of trees across the
stream. The situation was so frustrating we aborted the trip sooner than I had planned.
My last trip down the Buffalo was a much better experience but also presented a significant
challenge. It was in late September of 2002 when I explored this final section of the river from
County F to the landing at Rieck’s Lake Park at Alma. This is the river’s most wild and scenic
portion. Before the river swung away from roads and fields it passed through a large dairy farm

where many Holsteins were degrading the river with their hooves and manure. Then it entered
an attractive bottomland forest which featured many ash trees. That was followed by alders,
then grasses, and finally a cattail marsh.
I must have taken a wrong turn away from the main channel because the open water
disappeared. I began to pull myself through the thick cattails and began to wonder if I would
ever find open water again. Eventually I stood up in my canoe and spotted a slightly drier
grassy area with open water on its far side. After some more hard work I was able to get there,
pull my canoe across it and launch onto open water. Multiple small channels through the
cattails persisted all the way to the landing near the Hwy 35 bridge. I was surprised that that
current never stopped as I paddled across Rieck’s Lake.
Experiences of Others
In the out of print A Canoeing Guide to the Indianhead Rivers Michael Duncanson described two
consecutive 12 mile sections down the Buffalo between Mondovi and the Mississippi. His
midway point was the Hwy J. bridge. His narrative does mention the need to dodge occasional
fences, downed trees and sand bars.
Conclusion
The 24 miles below Mondovi are fine for flat water outings though there will be limbs to dodge
and possibly the need for a brief portage around a fence or fallen tree. The final 12 miles to
Rieck’s Park are the nicest but the cattail marsh at the end can be difficult to navigate.

Cedar Creek
Location
Chippewa County.
Natural Features
A small creek named Cedar flows into the north end of Long Lake. A creek with the same name
forms the outlet of that lake on its western edge. In less than two miles that creek enters Chain
Lake. Water continues to flow slowly northward and eastward into the Chippewa River. Narrow
channels link Chain Lake with McCann Lake and then Island Lake. Swift Creek flows from that
body of water to Fireside Lake, which is drained by Rice Creek which finds its way to the
Chippewa River. These bodies of water lie within an area of pitted glacial outwash sandwiched
between terminal moraines left behind by the melting Wisconsin Glacier. Located a couple of
miles to the south is the Chippewa Moraine segment of the Ice Age Trail. Cedar Creek flows
initially through a sparsely wooded swamp and then an open marsh as it nears the open waters
of Chain Lake.
Human History and Influence
This is the heart of the “Blue Diamond” resort area so the nearby lakes are ringed by lake homes
and resorts. The land along Cedar Creek itself is too swampy to hold buildings. During logging
times there were drives down Cedar Creek and the whole watery chain to the Chippewa River.
Navigability and Difficulty
There is a gauge just downstream of the Hwy 40 culvert which read an even 2 feet the day I
explored Cedar Creek. That was plenty of water and there should usually be enough. Two beaver
dams blocked my path but no fallen trees. The tiny stream flowed slowly through a wetland
devoid of rocks.
Trip Ideas: My experience
On May 27 of 1984 I eased my Ladybug solo freestyle canoe into this impossibly narrow looking
stream. I never would have tried it had my lake home not been just 5 miles away. Actually, it was
a nice experience winding down this narrow stream, up and over two beaver dams and then
gradually emerging into Chain Lake. Blue wing teals and red wing black birds took wing
constantly. Two miles up the right shore I could have utilized a public landing but I “cheated”
and took out as soon as I could on the private property of someone who was not home. Then I
jogged the 4.7 miles back to my car.
Further Ideas
Here is a “far out” one. Paddle down Cedar Creek and through the chain of lakes and creeks
down to the Chippewa River. The only real tough part would be getting down deadfall-choked
Swift Creek.

Conclusion
Only for nutty paddlers like me who like such an experience. Perhaps someone living or staying
nearby will want to duplicate my experience.

Chippewa River
Location
Northwestern Wisconsin.
Natural Features
The Chippewa River is a major stream which, along with its tributaries, drains nearly a third of
Wisconsin’s land base. Numerous headwater streams arise high in Bayfield, Ashland and Iron
counties. They tumble downward over intermittent rapids and coalesce into East and West Forks
which join behind the dam which forms Lake Chippewa. Many glacial erratic boulders dot these
forks and the upper sections of the main Chippewa River as it marches southward and
eventually turns westward to the Mississippi. It cuts down to granite bedrock forming dramatic
rapids at several locations including Belille Falls near Radisson, Jim Falls, and Chippewa Falls.
Then the river drops onto the sandstone bedrock of the Central Plain and leaves the
Northwoods behind. Before it was logged in the late nineteenth century, the Chippewa Valley
was called the “Great White Pinery of the World” because it contained about 1/6th of all the
white pines in the U.S. Sandstone bedrock reveals itself attractively at numerous locations near
Eau Claire and downstream of Durand. As it nears the Mississippi, the Chippewa River flows
through the Tiffany Bottoms which has been called the largest bottomland forest in the
Midwest. Between ten and fifteen thousand years ago, when the Wisconsin Glacier was melting,
this river was a gigantic meltwater stream. After it receded it left behind a thick layer of sand and
gravel called glacial outwash. The surrounding lowlands and many of bluffs along today’s lower
Chippewa River are comprised of this material. The immediate post-glacial Chippewa River
dumped tons of sand into the Mississippi River partially damming that river to form Lake Pepin.
Human History and Influence
For centuries the Chippewa River served as a highway for Native Americans and later for the fur
traders and explorers. Jonathan Carver was the first white man on the river when he ascended
the river to the current site of Chippewa Falls in 1767. The river came to be known as the “Road
to War” because Ojibwa and Sioux Indians fought long and hard for control of the region. With
white settlement came the logging years with their logging runs, and river engineering projects
designed to hold or steer the logs downstream. Towns like Chippewa Falls and Eau Claire
harnessed the power of the river to run their mills. Today there are many dams and hydro plants
which generate electricity and create recreational lakes such as Lake Holcombe which filled in
1952 when the river’s last dam was completed. For a few years in the mid nineteenth century
steamboats reached as far upstream as Eau Claire.
With time, the river became polluted from raw sewage and industrial waste from paper mills and
other industries. In the latter part of the 20th century, with the passage of the Clean Water Act,
came significant water quality improvements. Now the river is in better shape, but “non-point”
pollution sources typified by runoff from farms, roads, and construction sites are still major
problems.

Navigability and Difficulty
The Chippewa becomes such a large river that many sections are navigable whenever the ice is
gone. During periods of drought the river can get low enough to require competent river
reading skills in order to maneuver around rocks or sand bars. Many sections are free of
significant rapids but there are notable exceptions described below. The American Whitewater
website includes flow data and runnability advice on three sections of the Chippewa.
Trip Ideas: My experiences
Because guidebooks are available and this river is so long, I will try to be brief as I begin up river
and work down.
In late July of 1998 I explored the 8 miles from Winter Dam to Ojibwa alone in my Bell
Wildfire. My put-in was the crude landing along the right bank just downstream of the dam near
the terminus of Dam Rd. The water was low, so I needed to avoid rocks and shallow areas. I was
dismayed to see numerous new homes on the high right bank along Dam Rd. but was thrilled to
see a family of otters and a family of bald eagles. After 2½ hours I reached the village of Ojibwa
and rode my bike back along Cty. G to Dam Rd. where I locked my bike to a tree and ran the
gravel road on foot back to where I had started my outing.
One droughty day in the early ‘90s Doug Kress and I paddled all the way from Bellile Falls to an
unscheduled take-out about 13 miles downstream. We had intended to paddle an additional
three miles to the river right landing located near Hwy. H south of Exeland. I will be mentioning
this landing again though it is not marked in the Wisconsin Gazetteer or in Mike Svob’s
Guidebook. Anyway, Doug and I pulled out in frustration and carried our canoes across a field to
a road because the water was so low. This was unusual because there is almost always enough
water to run this section of the Chippewa. Back up at Bellile Falls the water was too low to run it
so we put in along River Dr. at the powerhouse access at the end of the canal.
We paddled the 8½ miles down to Cty. D in our whitewater boats but found little whitewater.
A couple of miles into the run we passed the historic confluence with the Couderay River on
river right. Why historic? Because from this point, Native Americans and later the French fur
traders often turned up the Couderay on their way to a series of lakes and portages which would
link them with the Namekagon River. Once on that stream they could make their way to various
other destinations including Lake Superior.
Overall, I think the next section of the Chippewa is the river’s best canoeing stretch. The 10.2
miles from Cty. D to Cty. A are wonderful. Paddlers experience great scenery, pleasing variety,
a series of easy rapids and they generally find reliable water levels. I have paddled this section
many times beginning in 1976 when my tandem partner and I ended up broadside against a
rock in my Grumman aluminum canoe. Inexperienced at the time, I could not save us from filling
with water and capsizing. Since that day I have canoed this stretch with many other people on
multiple occasions. In the 1980s I led groups of Chippewa Valley Chapter Sierra Club paddlers
on at least three separate occasions.

Once we began the trip at the last bridge over the Brunet River. This can be an interesting put-in
alternative to the Cty. D Bridge when there is enough water. Unfortunately, there really wasn’t
on that day. The previous summer, I had found plenty of water. This tributary enters the
Chippewa from river left just upstream of the Cty. D bridge. Just downstream of that bridge is a
minor rapids typical of the section. One guidebook counts it as the first of 25 rapids between
there and the Cty. A bridge. The only rapid in this section which comes close to rating a Class II
is the one which starts at the railroad trestle over the river. An attractive outcrop of granite
bedrock appears on river right near the end of this particular stretch of dancing water. This is a
nice place to stop for lunch and to observe a small side channel where it plunges through a
break in the bedrock.
Through the years I have usually ended this trip after 7½ miles instead of continuing on to Cty.
A at Imalone. The last three miles are less interesting anyway. Though it is not marked in the
Wisconsin Gazetteer there is a legitimate landing with a parking lot on river right at the end of a
short gravel road which cuts off from Hwy. 40 just north of Cty. H. If you use this take out and
leave a vehicle there, make sure you scout the spot first to make sure that you can recognize it
from the river.
I have also explored the nine miles between Cty. A and Bruce and the 18 miles between that
bridge and the Flambeau River junction. There are about 4 easy rapids before Bruce and a
series of even easier ones beyond the Hwy. 8 landing on the eastern edge of that town. Once I
paddled about 8 miles alone from a makeshift put-in on someone’s private land just south of
Bruce to someone else’s private land near a cottage just past the mouth of Soft Maple Creek.
From that point I ran back to Hwy. 40 on a gravel road until I reached Hwy.40 where I had
locked my bike to help me complete my shuttle.
On another trespassing day, I put in next to someone’s unoccupied cabin along Cty. D where I
began about a 4 mile trip down to Flater’s Resort at the Flambeau River confluence. After a
quick Leinie’s Beer at the resort’s tavern, I peddled back to my car.
The above two sections are pretty enough and quite canoe friendly. Shallow rocky shoals and
rocks looming just below the surface can present minor problems for the inexperienced or those
not paying attention. Incidentally, it is not necessary to trespass like I did in order to access the
river along these sections. The Gazetteer marks three landings before Flater’s in addition to the
one at Bruce.
Not many paddlers will choose to venture beyond Flater’s Resort into the Holcombe Flowage.
In fact, most will also choose not to ride the Chippewa again until they are past the dam in
downtown Chippewa Falls. The reasons are three dams and three flowages. They will, however,
have missed several moving stretches of water including one significant whitewater section.
Though the water there is not moving, I do recommend exploring the Cornell Flowage at
Brunet Island State Park. I put in one day at a landing in the park and paddled upstream along
the river left shore into the flooded delta of the Fisher River. The forested shorelines were quite

beautiful. Of course, with no current, it makes sense to paddle a circle route and return as I did
to the same landing where you began.
There is some attractive moving water which begins immediately below the dam at Cornell.
From that point it is 5 or 6 miles to the still-in-use 1908 Cobban Bridge which links Hwy. 178
with County Hwy’s K and TT on the east side of the river I explored this stretch in early August
of 2003 and roller-bladed back to Cornell on the asphalt-surfaced Old Abe Trail when I had
finished. That enjoyable shuttle method increased my enjoyment after the river portion had
become rather slow and boring after its first mile and a half. To put in, I found my way down to
the river directly below the dam on river right. There is also a landing on the opposite shore.
Granite bedrock near the dam, big boulders, high bluffs and two minor rapids made this initial
stretch more scenic and challenging than the remainder of the trip. I enjoyed viewing several
hemlock groves and multitudes of blossoming joe-pye weeds. By the final two miles the current
had stopped and I was noticing pontoon boats docked along the shore. It surprised me to
discover that the Old Abe Flowage created by the dam at Jim Falls reached upstream this far.
The hydro power plant at Jim Falls has been Wisconsin’s largest since it was upgraded in the
90s. As it was before that project, most of the river’s water is diverted through the plant’s
turbines leaving a nearly dry riverbed through much of the year. What is usually unavailable to
whitewater paddlers is the opportunity to run a series of granite ledges and boulders in a river
bed which drops 35 feet in less than a mile. The situation has improved somewhat in recent
years. Now the power company schedules at least four water releases a year. Those who show
up then find nearly continuous Class II-III excitement. Water also fills the natural channel when
the Chippewa is running high from snowmelt or heavy rains.
For years I wanted to explore these rapids and finally did so in September of 1999. The water
level was less than ideal. From the Historic Marker parking lot along Hwy. 178 I struggled in my
solo whitewater canoe to maneuver over and past hundreds of rocks. Finally I reached the main
flow I was able to get down the entire rapids without getting hung up. I counted 5 distinct
pitches on this fast and rocky run. With more water they would all qualify as at least class II’s and
the final one could be a solid III. The rapids soon ended and I took out about 2/3rds of a mile
downstream from where I had begun. I found a suitable landing just past the bridge on river left.
Twelve river miles separate Chippewa Falls from Dells Pond in Eau Claire. Though it is semiurban, much of this stretch is quite scenic and pleasant to canoe or kayak. On several occasions I
have put in on river left just downstream of the farthest west bridge in downtown Chippewa
Falls. About 7 miles downstream I have taken out next the Sportsman’s Club in Lake Hallie. A
section called the “Upper Dalles” commences about 2 miles downstream of the Hwy. 53 bridge.
It features exposed sandstone cliffs topped by big white pine trees and some fast, chop water.
The impoundment known as Dells Pond near downtown Eau Claire is ripe for exploration
from the landing at Mt. Simon Park. Eric Wheeler and I did this once when we put in there
and paddled around the Pond. We especially enjoyed paddling close to the sandstone cliffs on

river right. We ventured as far as the barrier buoys behind the dam and then followed the
opposite bank back to where we had put-in. Along the way we passed the foot of Mt. Simon.
Whitewater “play boaters” sometimes surf the wave created by the sandstone ledge between
the dam and the Madison Street bridge in downtown Eau Claire. Despite all my years in Eau
Claire I never did this. I have explored the entire remainder of the Chippewa from the mouth of
the Eau Claire River to the Mississippi.
One early spring day I entered the Chippewa from the Eau Claire River after descending that
river from the Lake Altoona dam. On other occasions I have put in at Owen Park. Sometimes
alone and sometimes with others I have paddled from there to the Hwy. 85 wayside about 7
miles downstream. A more popular landing for starting a river trip in Eau Claire is Hobbs
Landing which shortens this trip to six miles. Starting an outing at Owen Park affords nice views
of the UW-Eau Claire campus. Just before a high bluff on river left is Little Niagara. This little
sandstone falls is an unusual phenomenon and a pretty site. Here the bedrock sandstone
extends into the river forming a minor rapid which forces boaters to river right when the water is
low. Next the river passes through the west side of Eau Claire before it again enters a less settled
corridor.
In July of 1999 I departed from Owen Park with my roller blades loaded in my wooden Solitaire
canoe. I missed the landing at the Hwy.85 wayside because I followed a route which led me
astray. Here is what happened: About a miles downstream of the I-94 bridge I heard a rushing
water sound emanating from river right so veered in that direction to investigate. I could see a
small channel breaking off which dropped several feet over some rocks. Impulsively, I decided to
run that cascade and to explore the narrow, winding channel which followed. About 2 miles
later I emerged into the main channel again. Right away I felt sure that I had passed my planned
take out point. So, I worked very hard paddling upstream for a few hundred yards until I could
see signs of civilization on river right. I beached my canoe, grabbed my roller blades, hiked
through a small woods. I began to jog when I reached a dirt road which led me past a large
number of earth moving machines.
Finally I reached Hwy. 85 and jogged the short distance to the roadside park. There I donned my
roller blades and skated back along the paved Chippewa River Trail to Owen Park where my
adventure had begun. A few years later I was listening to a lecture entitled “Mapping the
Chippewa River” given by UW-Eau Claire geography professor Sean Hartnett. That is when I
learned that I had followed a new channel which was forged during the record 1993 flood. I had
been puzzled because this channel was not depicted on any maps I had seen. The rushing water
sound which lured me to the new channel had been caused by the turbulence of the water
spilling over an inundated road bed.
Twice I have explored the 6½ miles between the Hwy. 85 wayside and the bridge at Caryville.
Much of this section is lined by a high sandy bluff on river right. At mile 4½, bare sand is
exposed along a steep, towering “cut bank.” Here as in lower sections the Chippewa is quite
wide and sandbars are prominent. The lower Chippewa is “family friendly” because obstacles are

few and not much maneuvering is needed. The sandbars make great stopping places for shore
lunches and for swims on warm summer days. Yet, the swift current and the potential for sudden
drop-offs into deep water must be respected.
The Chippewa River starting at Caryville is another favorite section of mine. Several large
islands create lots of character. Many times I have put in at the landing by the Cty. H bridge and
taken out at Meridean. I usually like to cut left as early as I can into one of the small channels
between the islands to find my way into the main backwater channel known as the Meridean
Slough. It is easy to find a camping place on one of the islands, which I did once in the late
1990s. Several years earlier I stopped on the first big island which is called Brush. Other Sierra
Clubbers and I were led on a hike around the island by a DNR representative who pointed out
its natural features. Soon thereafter this island was designated the Caryville Savanna State
Natural Area. Sometime in the ‘90s a friend and I landed our canoe at the head of the second
large island. Here at the head of Happy Island, we poked around the ruins of the old Meridean
Ferry.
Bob St. Louis from Eau Claire and I experienced a minor “misadventure” during another outing
when we paddled to the right of all the islands and ended up downstream of the Meridean
landing. To find this access point it is necessary to bear left sometime before Chippewa Island
which is the third large island. We missed that final turn opportunity and were too far
downstream by the time we reached the downstream end of the island. So we got some extra
exercise fighting our way back upstream to the landing where we had left our vehicle. Did we
have an excuse for missing the turn? A weak one perhaps. We had been busy looking for
wildflowers along the shores. At one point we landed and identified an obedient plant and a
western iron flower.
On another day I put in at Meridean and headed downstream from there. I had obtained
permission from a farmer to take out on his private landing where County M runs next to the
river. It was about a 13 mile river trip which I capped off with a bike ride back to my car. On
much of the shuttle I followed the Durand spur of the Chippewa River Trail which utilizes an
abandoned railroad grade. I also could have paddled about 4 miles farther to Durand. There the
boat landing is easy to find along the shore in downtown Durand.
In the early 1980s I joined a large group of UW-Eau Claire social work faculty members. We putin at the Cty. Y bridge on the Red Cedar River and canoed down to Durand. It was a nine mile
trip which featured an interesting diversion around the right side of Nine Mile Island. It started
about a mile and a half after we reached the Chippewa River. Nine Mile Slough is a three mile
long channel along the right side of this DNR administered island. Sometime since that day the
Slough seems to have disappeared. In later years I twice identified the old entrance to the
Slough and found it to be totally blocked by a high sand and gravel bar. Perhaps it will reopen
again someday after a big flood.
With the exception of an exploration of the Buffalo Slough in 1992, I ignored the lowest section
of the Chippewa from Durand to the Mississippi for many years This changed in the early

2000s when I explored it on four separate occasions. Paddling enthusiasts have compared this
area favorably with the lower Wisconsin River and I understand why. Forested hills and bluffs
line the river. There are no bridges between Durand and Hwy. 35. Buildings, roads, and farms are
seldom seen. The contiguous Lower Chippewa River State Natural Area features the largest
concentration of remaining prairies and savannas in the state. Also, the largest contiguous
floodplain forest in the Midwest comprises the Tiffany Bottoms State Wildlife Area. This is a very
special river corridor!
In early September of 2000 I paddled my wooden solo Solitaire canoe from Durand to Ella. The
latter hamlet sports a fine boat landing on river right along Cty. A. A few weeks later in that
same year Ron Rosner and I co-led a Sierra Club trip which ended at this same landing. We putin at Meridean and canoe-camped one night along the way. Our campsite was on one of many
suitable sandbars. That trip was 24 miles long. Also that fall, I explored the 6½ miles from Ella to
Hwy. 35 in my tandem canoe with a friend from Eau Claire. There is a nice landing on river left
where we took out. Finally, in the fall of 2001, Ron and I led another overnight trip of about 30
miles from Cty. Y on the lower Red Cedar River to the village of Pepin on the Mississippi River’s
Lake Pepin. Read below to learn more about that outing.
Here are some impressions and recommendations for exploring the Chippewa River from
Durand into the Mississippi River.
Work left starting about a mile downstream of Durand so that you can closely examine an
impressive sandstone cliff. Water trickles down its face nourishing ferns, jewelweed and other
greenery. Lower but equally attractive sandstone bedrock is exposed for quite a distance on
river right about 6 miles downstream of Durand just before the Ella landing. .
At mile 7½ downstream from Durand, Buffalo Slough diverts to the left. During logging days
this channel was used to store and sort logs which had been driven down the river. Logging
enterprises kept the channel clear for navigation which is not the situation these days, as Eric
Wheeler and I discovered. In August of 1992, he and I started at the Ella landing in our solo
boats and worked upstream about a half mile to the Slough’s entry on the river left shore. For
several miles the old log driving channel was easy to navigate and beautifully wild. We reached
the boat landing marked in the Wisconsin Gazetteer and pulled over to rest and to stretch our
muscles.
Proceeding downriver from there our trip turned difficult. The waterway broke into multiple
narrow channels and became choked with deadfall. We were forced to complete multiple
pullovers and short portages. The last couple of miles down to Hwy. 35 seemed to take forever.
Exhausted, we finally reached that highway but this was not the bridge where we had left our
bicycles. We walked the highway and found them by a nearby bridge over another channel.
Then we peddled them back to the landing at Ella. Would I paddle the Buffalo Slough again?
Yes, but I would take out at the boat landing I mentioned above which is located about 2 miles
north of the Hwy.35-25 intersection.

Between four and six miles south of the Ella Landing there are two large islands of special
interest. The first one, appropriately named Battle Island, was the site of a major early 19th
century battle between the Sioux and Ojibwa Nations. Consider taking the smaller left channel
around it. The entrance is rather narrow, so watch closely to identify it. Wahcoutah Island starts
immediately after Battle Island ends. Getting to its more intimate channel around the right side
requires quick paddling across the main channel to the other side. On a past outing I had
followed the smaller right channel and had hoped to follow it again when I returned with Ron
Rosner. That day he and I stayed with the main channel because the other one looked too low.
Once by myself in the 1990s I put in at the Hwy. 35 bridge over the Chippewa and paddled
down to the Mississippi River. I eventually reached the landing at the east end of the main
channel bridge across from Wabasha, Minnesota. Near the confluence I bore left into the first
backwater slough I could identify. This was risky because I could have become lost in this maze
of water and vegetation. Eventually, I found my way back to the Main Channel where I soon
faced barges and wing dams. For safety reasons I clung as close as I could to the left shore.
Eventually I spotted an opening into back water I guessed would lead to the landing where I had
left my bicycle. Following it turned out to be the correct route.
The only other time I entered the Mississippi from the Chippewa River I turned right instead of
left. That was the final stretch of the Sierra Club trip I co-led in September of 2001 which I
mentioned above. We paddled upstream against a weak current into Lake Pepin. Then we
crossed that natural widening of the Mississippi River to our planned take out at the village of
Pepin on the Wisconsin side. Fortunately the winds were light so it was an easy crossing.
Experiences of Others
Two out-of-print guidebooks describe the river from Bellile Falls to the Mississippi. I have never
run that falls, reportedly, a solid Class III. Mike Svob has written two guidebooks which are still in
print. His Paddling Northern Wisconsin describes three sections from the Winter Dam to County
A in Chippewa County. Svob’s Paddling Southern Wisconsin, describes the lower river from Eau
Claire.
Through the years, numerous magazine articles have also chronicled Chippewa River canoe
outings. One such article entitled “Touring Swamps and Wetlands” was printed in the June 1986
edition of Wisconsin Silent Sports. With the aid of topographical maps (very necessary), he
explored the Shivey and Smith sloughs which he accessed from the landing at the Hwy. 35
Bridge over the Chippewa River. I think he eventually found his way to one of those landings on
the Mississippi backwaters along Hwy. 25 between Nelson, Wisconsin and Wabasha, Minnesota.
The American Whitewater website includes descriptions of three Chippewa River sections. The
first is the 9.4 miles between Belille Falls and Cty. D. The second is the short run through Jim
Falls and the third is the short play-hole section in the city of Eau Claire.
Further Ideas
I have enjoyed entering the Chippewa River from many of its tributaries including the Brunet
River in Sawyer County, Devils and Soft Maple Creeks in Rusk County, the Eau Claire River in Eau

Claire County, and the Red Cedar River in Dunn County. I have not done so but can envision
entering the river from the Couderay River in Sawyer County and the Thornapple River in Rusk
County. I always like combining two rivers on a single river trip.
Conclusion
There are many ways to explore the often beautiful, important and historic Chippewa River. It
offers challenging whitewater, quiet water and canoe-camping opportunities for paddlers of all
abilities.

The lower Chippewa River is a stunning stream when seen from the air.

Devil’s Creek
Location
Rusk County.
Natural Features
This Chippewa River tributary begins high in the Blue Hills before it tumbles down into a sandy
outwash plain. Quartzite bedrock underlies the Blue Hills which are also draped by terminal
moraines left by the Wisconsin Glacier. The upper stretches of Devil’s Creek could be mistaken
for a steep and rocky mountain stream. Bridges carrying the Ice Age Trail span it several times
allowing nice views of the creek. Upper stretches of this stream are lined by upland conifers and
hardwoods. Across the downstream plain it flows through alder-lined marshes and past
occasional upland banks. Then it merges with the Chippewa River just north of Bruce.
Human History and Influence
Much of Devil’s Creek is quite pristine. There are no dams and no human settlements. Several
miles pierce a State Wildlife Area. Agriculture encroaches at times but the water quality looks
quite good.
Navigability and Difficulty
There is no whitewater in the navigable stretches. The water level probably needs to be medium
or higher. Scout from bridges to determine this. During my time on this stream I pulled my
canoes over logs three or four times which is not bad for such a narrow stream.
Trip Ideas: My experience
I ran Devil’s Creek in April of 1986. Alone I slid my Ladybug into the stream by the County O
bridge. Two hours and 45 minutes later I pulled out from the Chippewa River near the Hwy. 8
bridge just east of Bruce. Then I jogged three miles back to my car. Many wood ducks exploded
off the water as I slalomed through a gauntlet of logs and branches. Sizeable rocks and rapids
were lacking. It was and attractive and enjoyable stream to explore.
Conclusion
I can recommend the above outing to anyone looking for a short, small stream outing. Possible
problems include low water and woody obstructions.

Duncan Creek
Location
Chippewa County.
Natural Features
Duncan Creek’s headwaters are located in a spring-fed marsh just east of New Auburn.
Upstream of Bloomer this is a designated trout stream. It generally flows through sandy-loamy
soils which are heavily farmed. Then it cuts through sandstone exposed in Chippewa Falls at
Irvine Park. As it approaches the Chippewa River it cuts down to granite and forms rapids during
its final steep descent to that river. Before area trees were cut for sawmills and to clear the land
for agriculture this land was an oak savanna. This is a transition area to the Northwoods so white
pines are also in evidence. Examples of both these plant communities can be seen along Duncan
Creek as well bottomland trees like willows, silver maples and box elders.
Human History and Influence
Agricultural runoff degrades Duncan Creek to a moderate degree. Dams interrupt its flow in the
cities of Bloomer and Chippewa Falls. In 2001 the citizens of Bloomer decided to repair rather
than to dismantle the dam which forms Lake Como. Irvine Park lies along its banks in Chippewa
Falls. The Leinenkugel Brewery is situated on the river left shore. For many years Chippewa Falls
has hosted an annual April Fool’s Day race. This is typically a time when the water is high from
snow runoff. Racers face a difficult and long continuous rapid. This unofficial event is
characterized by alcohol consumption and people running whitewater who are typically
unskilled and inexperienced. Consequently there are frequent capsizes and cases of
hypothermia. There have been no deaths that I know of.
Navigability and Difficulty
Between Bloomer and Chippewa Falls, I suspect that low water and fallen trees will constitute
frequent problems. In this section there is no whitewater. From Glen Lock dam to the Chippewa
River the water will frequently be too low for a good run. This is especially true past the
Leinenkugel Brewery which is located just downstream of the Hwy 124 bridge. With enough
water, the final mile to the Chippewa River becomes a significant Class II-III bouldery plunge
with two and possibly three drops qualifying as III’s in my opinion. Adequacy of flow can be
judged by viewing the rapids from bridges in the city.
Trip Ideas: My experience
My first trip down Duncan Creek was alone in a whitewater canoe in early April of 1983. After
leaving my bicycle on river left near the Chippewa confluence I drove up to the County S bridge
on the northwest side of Chippewa Falls and put in there. Soon I reached Glen Loch Lake. After
paddling across I portaged its dam on river left. I admired the exposed sandstone by the dam
site and then proceeded down a moderately swift and shallow stream course through Irvine
Park. After passing under a city street bridge I entered a small flowage and reached a small dam
which I portaged on the right. At higher flows I understand that this dam can be run safely

because no dangerous backroller develops. I have heard that April Fools Day racers commonly
scrape over it with varying success. Thanks to high water my trip became very exciting after I
passed the brewery. It required my best river-reading skills and some quick maneuvering to
successfully negotiate its Class III’s.
July of 1993 saw some record flooding in Wisconsin, so Doug Kress and I seized the opportunity
for a rare summer high water run down Duncan Creek. This time we put in just below the Glen
Lock dam on river left. We reached it by driving to the dam from Hwy 124 on the north side of
town. It was a brief but exciting run for both of us which required our full attention.
Experiences of Others
Adventures and misadventures galore by all those April Fool’s Day racers. The American
Whitewater Website lacks a description but rates Duncan Creeks final section as a Class II-III with
a hefty gradient of 40 feet per mile.
Conclusion
Duncan Creek is a fun Class II-III run through Chippewa Falls at high water.

Eau Claire River
(See the separate North and South Fork Eau Claire Rivers for their descriptions.)
Location
Taylor, Chippewa, Clark and Eau Claire counties.
Natural Features
The North and South Forks merge in western Eau Claire County to form the mainstem of the Eau
Claire River. Much of this stream runs across sandy glacial outwash through county forest land
before it merges with the Chippewa River in the city of Eau Claire. Most of its sandy banks are
undeveloped and hold a variety of mixed northern hardwood-conifer trees. River birches are
especially prevalent. The river drops into the Central Sandstone Plain from the Northern
Highland province. Consequently, there are rapids and also an interesting mix of sandstone and
granite bedrock. At Musky Rapids between the bridges carrying County roads G and H, these
rock types are revealed at the same place. Here there is a twenty foot sandstone cliff on the left
and a granite outcrop on the opposite shore.
A series of minor rapids above the County G bridge feature Precambrian boulder gardens. In
most places the river bottom is pure sand. Exposed sand cut banks rise as high as 50 feet. Little
Falls, just upstream of the County K bridge, exposes a small outcrop of granite bedrock. Big Falls
County Park features a massive and beautiful granite cascade which includes some Class III
whitewater. Within the Eau Claire city limits the river cuts a narrow gorge through the sandstone
as it rushes down the meet the Chippewa River. Here the stream floor is solid sandstone
bedrock at times. Yellow birches cling to the cool, north-facing cliffs on river left.
Human History and Influence
Though not as many as the Chippewa River, the Eau Claire river carried many logs into “Sawdust
City” (Eau Claire) during the logging era. The Eau Claire and Clark County forests were allowed
to regrow because their sandy soils were poorly suited for agriculture. These days chemicals and
manure do enter both upstream forks where the land is more suitable for farming. The result is
summer algae blooms on the river’s two flowages called Lake Eau Claire and Lake Altoona.
Homes encircle these lakes and line some of the lower river’s shores. Tons of sand wash into
these impoundments every year prompting heroic efforts to keep them from filling in. I believe
they still sink a huge container every year where the river enters Lake Altoona. Then they
somehow pull it out after it has filled with sand.
A large tire building complex once loomed above river right in Eau Claire. It no longer influences
the river since it closed in the 1990s.
Navigability and Difficulty
At least some whitewater skill will be needed upstream of County G and again on Little Falls.
Advance skill will be needed to run Big Falls. Even low water times should provide enough water

to run most of the river below County G. At these times, however, barely submerged sandbars
will stop many canoes. It seems surprising that the water is frequently too low for a good run
through the shallow rocky sections within city of Eau Claire. The Eau Claire River is listed on the
American Whitewater website where river levels and runnability advice can be found.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have floated the Eau Claire River on many occasions because I lived nearby for many years. In
fact, I have canoed every inch of its moving water (skipping the flowages, Lake Eau Claire and
Lake Altoona). Here are some memories and impressions:
The five miles between Eisberner Memorial Park and the County G bridge contain most of the
whitewater. The out-of-print guide book, A Canoeing Guide to the Indianhead Rivers of West
Central Wisconsin, by Mike Duncanson, shows seven sets of rapids on its map of this section.
Though he ranked three of these as Class II’s they probably all rate just I’s by today’s standards.
They are fun to paddle when there is adequate water. I have experienced them from the Chaney
Rd. bridge over the North Fork and from the County H bridge over the South Fork.
Once I ran this section after putting at Hamilton Park on the North Fork. Many will access this
section of the river at Eisberner Park. This landing is marked by a sign just west of the Chaney
Road bridge. If the water at the North Fork’s Chaney Rd. bridge looks too low, this stretch
should probably be avoided.
One day, a tandem partner and I explored the Eau Claire River’s water from County G to the first
river left boat landing on Lake Eau Claire. This access is not marked in the Gazetteer but can be
found by driving east as far as possible along the lake’s southern shore. From the water this
landing is also difficult to locate in the backwaters of Lake Eau Claire. Eventually we did find the
landing and my mountain bike shuttle vehicle. The upstream portion of this impoundment was
interesting to explore because of it many islands.
There are about 14 river miles which separate the Lake Eau Claire dam and County K. Once I
explored this section with my friend Donna Martin. Unfortunately, Donna was attacked by a dog
during our bike shuttle. The laceration required several stitches and an investigation to rule out
rabies. Before the attack we had found a put-in on river left between the dam and Hwy. 27. It
was at the end of a steep path to the river from a small parking lot near the bridge which we
accessed from County SD. We were able to experience the end of a small sandstone gorge by
putting in here. Most, however, will choose to miss this scenery and put in at Harstad Park less
than two miles downstream.
In Paddling Southern Wisconsin, Mike Svob describes a 12.5 mile trip which commences here
and ends at the County K bridge. Like most sections of the Eau Claire, the river banks are
wooded and undeveloped. Exposed and barely submerged sandbars are ubiquitous but there is
usually enough water for a comfortable run. There is a minor rapid right after the put-in and
another just before County K. The latter one is a pretty little Class I-II called Little Falls. The
granite exposed here is a foreshadowing of Big Falls which soon follows. This entire section is

quite beautiful with its sandy cut banks, attractive vegetation, and rocky outcrops. It is family
friendly and a great place for sand bar-based summer fun.
Not many paddlers venture onto the water between County K and Big Falls but I have done so
on two occasions. The first was during the flood of July 1993. I came to Big Falls with my friend
Doug Kress. He had no interest in running the maelstrom but I felt ready for the challenge. The
normally Class II-III run around the right side of the island looked truly frightening. It consisted
of many huge waves and holes. I think it deserved a Class IV rating. The main falls on the left
side of the island looked more doable but still a solid Class IV. After a careful scout, I put in on
river left above the falls. First I ferried across to the island and climbed out for a closer
inspection. It looked wiser to start from the river left shore instead of from the island so I ferried
back again. After shoving off, I quickly worked hard to cross the very forceful and turbulent
water towards a route I could see on the other side of the channel. Rapidly I was swept into the
edge of a sheer 7 foot ledge. My canoe launched and crash-landed upright for a successful run.
At most water levels the river right side of Big Falls is the logical run. I finally ran it in the spring
of 2001. Often the water is low here but the level looked good. I started my run at the County K
bridge. When I was finished I ran back to my car along a series of trails which parallel the north
side of the river. From my put-in I paddled down to the head of the island which heralds the
falls. Just before I got there I noticed a prominent sandstone outcrop on river right. I was struck
again by the juxtaposition of granite with sandstone.
When I reached the falls I pulled over to plan my route through the twisty whitewater course. It
consisted of four pitches which do not align well making it a challenging Class III. This drop is
not for the inexperienced. I did fine but realized I was taking a risk because there was no one to
help me if I got into trouble.
Once, with friends, I did explore the sandy six miles between Big Falls and the river right landing
off County QQ. It was a pretty stretch which was surprisingly undeveloped.
The final stretch of the Eau Claire River is the 5 mile section from the Lake Altoona dam to an
unofficial boat landing on the Chippewa River in Owen Park. Many will proceed another mile to
the Hobbs Landing. Both of these take-out options are on river right in the city of Eau Claire. I
have paddled this section on three occasions. Because of shallow rapids in the last mile of the
Eau Claire River portion, low water times should be avoided. Adequacy of flow can be judged
from several vantage points in downtown Eau Claire and by checking the American Whitewater
website.
I had no business leading fellow Sierra Club paddlers down the final stretch of the Eau Claire in
May of 1993. The water was way too high and I had never even run it myself. Our put-in just
below the Altoona dam on river right was not easy to find. A mile east of the County Q (Birch
St.)-County QQ junction there is an unmarked dirt road which leads south to a small parking lot.
From here it is a short carry down to the river. Here we launched our boats from a streamside
sandstone ledge.

All of us were quickly swept down to the Hwy 53 bridge. Soon after the bridge I could see large
curling waves ahead and knew we were in trouble. Fortunately, most of us rode the wave roller
coaster successfully. All but one canoeist managed to stay upright despite huge side curlers and
waves which broke unevenly. The lone swimmer whose canoe had flipped was swept down into
the swollen Chippewa River. With difficulty we did manage to rescue him and his canoe before
we reached our planned take-out at Owen Park.
Twice since that fateful day, I have canoed the lower Eau Claire by myself starting at the Lake
Altoona dam. Both times I ran back to the put-in from Owen Park when the trip was over.
Unlike the first time, on these occasions I was able to enjoy the scenery,which is very nice
considering its urban location. There is a brief rocky shoal to negotiate about 100 yards from the
put-in. After the second bridge, the river narrows and drops speedily through a narrow
sandstone gorge down to the Chippewa River confluence. On river left is a sandstone bluff
covered with pines and yellow birch trees. On the right is Eau Claire’s old tire plant, now a home
to a variety of businesses.
Experiences of Others
The American Whitewater website includes descriptions of three separate sections. First is the
7.9 mile section between Chaney Rd. and Cty. G. Second is the brief section over Big Falls which
they rate a Class II-III. Third they describe the waves under the old Soo Line railroad bridge in
the city of Eau Claire.
Further Ideas
Canoe-camping is a viable option on several sections of the Eau Claire River. The only developed
campsites are at Harstad Park but potential rough camping sites in the woods and on sand bars
are plentiful.
Conclusion
The Eau Claire River is an excellent canoe stream with many scenic and undeveloped shores. It
literally has something for everyone.

Eau Claire River (North Fork)
Location
Taylor, Chippewa, and Eau Claire counties.
Natural Features
The North Fork of the Eau Claire River originates in southern Taylor County. The Wolf River
drains far southwestern Chippewa County. These branches merge about 8 miles south of
Stanley. Northwoods features predominate in the heavily wooded sections within the Eau Claire
and Clark County forests. Upstream sections are heavily impacted by farms whose fields are
comprised of yellow silt loams. Streamside soils become sandy when the river crosses a sizeable
region of glacial outwash within those county forests. In the Eau Claire County Forest the river
has eroded down to granite bedrock which is handsomely revealed in several places.
Human History and Influence
The upper North Fork and the Wolf River receive surface water from the Hwy. 29 communities of
Thorp and Stanley respectively. These urban influences plus agricultural practices degrade the
North Fork to a moderate degree.
Navigability and Difficulty
The North Fork is often too low. The Channey Rd. bridge is a good place to judge runnability.
Woody obstructions should not be too plentiful. Intermediate whitewater skills will be needed
for a safe run.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
My first trip was in 1982 when I entered the North Fork from the Wolf River and paddled down
to Hamilton Falls at Wilson Park. (Read my Wolf River description.) In the early 2000s I put in at
the Chippewa County MM bridge and went about 200 yards before I turned around and
paddled upstream back to where I had started. My reason was too many downed trees ahead.
One late June day in 2001 found me on the North Fork with Joe Knight, the outdoor writer for
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram. We paddled our solo boats from Wilson Park to the Troubled
Waters bridge on the main Eau Claire River, a distance of about 13 miles. We could have
stopped after 6 miles at the Channey Road bridge or after 8 miles at Eisberner Park on the main
Eau Claire’s river right bank. There is a sign on Channey Road which marks the turn into this
road, which leads to the landing. It is depicted as an unimproved boat landing in the Wisconsin
Gazetteer.
We put in below Hamilton Falls at Wilson Park which we reached from Park Road off of Cty. MM
in far northwestern Eau Claire County. The water looked too low to run Hamilton Falls. With
enough water this is a Class II drop. Back in 1982 I had ran it successfully in my solo freestyle
Ladybug canoe.

Joe and I appreciated the attractive high banks covered with conifers and a mixture of
hardwoods. The stream would widen and slow down and then it would speed up over narrow,
riffly sections. About a quarter of a mile before the Channey Road bridge a cliff of granite
bedrock loomed on the right and we heard the sound of rapids. We maneuvered our fragile
boats through a maze of boulders and splashing water.
See the main Eau Claire River write-up for the rest of our experience but suffice it say here that
the final mile of the North Fork below Channey Road bridge is equally scenic and does feature
more minor rapids. Joe liked the whole trip well enough to write an article about our trip for the
Leader Telegram.
My April 10, 2005 journey down the North Fork was part of a personal triathlon. Leg one was a
three hour trip down the river. Leg two was a 2.2 mile run from the Channey Road take-out to
County H. The final leg was a 6 mile bike ride back to my put-in point at the County H bridge.
Why did I run in the middle leg? My judgment was that Channey Rd. was too sandy for my
bicycle.
The river leg began at the County H bridge. The river between there and the Wolf River
confluence was quiet and wild but free of rapids. The half mile leading to Hamilton Falls was
much more interesting. Three times the river narrowed and sped up as it squeezed between
granite outcrops. As I approached the falls, it sounded and looked like a drop I would need to
portage in my small non-whitewater Bell canoe. However, I spotted a “sneak route” on river left
which I ran successfully without stopping to scout. The rest of the trip featured many wildlife
sightings which included wood ducks, hooded mergansers, mallards and Canada geese. I also
saw several deer and one very curious otter.
Experiences of Others
Mike Svob briefly mentions the North Fork in his guidebook, Paddling Southern Wisconsin. So
too does Frank Piraino in his Small River Canoe Adventures of Wisconsin. Both note its scenic,
wild character and the need for higher than average water levels.
Conclusion
With adequate volume, the North Fork becomes a very attractive option for lovers of small,
isolated Northwoods streams. Intermediate whitewater skills are required.

Eau Claire River (South Fork)
Location
Clark and Eau Claire counties.
Natural Features
The South Fork’s source is just north of the Clark County line in southwestern Taylor County.
Initially this stream flows southward through heavily farmed rolling terrain. Remnants of the
Northwoods are in evidence. Fertile yellow silt loams transition to sandy glacial outwash near
the point where the river enters the Clark County Forest. It turns westward and soon merges
with the North Fork. The main stem of the Eau Claire River eventually joins the Chippewa River
in the city of Eau Claire. After the South Fork exits the tilled lands to the north its corridor is
consistently wild and forested. Rapids are generally lacking on its navigable sections as rocks are
few and the gradient is low. This situation changes in the final three miles before the North Fork
confluence where rocks and minor rapids do appear.
Human History and Influence
There are no towns along the South Fork or any of its tributaries. Agricultural runoff is a
moderate degrading factor. In Clark County a dam backs up the recreational flowage known as
Mead Lake.
Navigability and Difficulty
Downstream of the Hay Creek confluence fallen trees will only be a minor concern. The situation
may be different along upstream sections. Water levels on the section from Hay Creek will
usually be adequate though low water may be problematic on the rapids downstream of the Eau
Claire Co. H bridge.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have traveled the South Fork on three separate occasions. The first was a tandem canoe trip in
1982 when Nick Davis and I put in at the Eau Claire Cty. H bridge paddled 3 miles to the North
Fork confluence and continued downstream to the County G bridge. My second trip was an
hour and a half solo excursion from Butler Lane to the Eau Claire County H bridge. Butler Lane is
a dirt road located about 3 miles east of H on Camp Globe Rd. Turn north there and find the
river crossing in about a half mile. On this trip I found a slow moving river which wound through
the forest past sandy banks and sand bars. There were no rocks and no deadfall.
My third trip in 1999 began on Hay Creek just below the dam at Rock Dam Lake. You can find a
description of that trip under my Hay Creek heading. It included about a mile on Hay Creek and
2 miles on the South Fork before I reached that same Butler Lane access point. Here my
mountain bike was waiting for the shuttle back to my vehicle. Again I encountered no rocks and
no rapids.

Experiences of Others
Three guidebooks mention the South Fork. Of these, only Frank Piraino’s Small River
Adventures of Wisconsin begins its description upstream of County H. Like me he put in at the
Butler Lane bridge. After about 3 hours he took out on river right at the Eisenberg Landing on
the main Eau Claire River. This access point is reachable from Channey Road and is marked by a
sign there.
Further Ideas
Adventuresome paddlers may face a gauntlet of fallen trees by putting in at the Dickerson Road
bridge or the County M bridge. Rapids will likely be encountered because the river does cross a
topo line (on the Gazetteer map) in this section.
The following is probably the best idea for an exploration of the South Fork of the Eau Claire
River: Put in at the Butler Lane bridge, continue down to the North Fork confluence where the
main Eau Claire River begins. Take out at the Eisenberg Landing (a total of about 6 miles) or
paddle an additional 5 miles down to the County G bridge. Medium to high water will be
needed to run the rapids downstream of Eau Claire County H. Consult my Eau Claire River notes
for the latter portion of the trip.
Conclusion
The South Fork is an option for area paddlers who like small rivers in remote locations.

Eau Galle River
Location
St. Croix, Pierce, Dunn and Pepin counties.
Natural Features
Headwaters are about 2 miles west of Glenwood City. Flows southward across hilly, glaciated
terrain to its confluence with the Chippewa River. The land is now heavily farmed, though many
remnants of the original eastern hardwood forest and oak savanna are in evidence. The stream
floor is mostly sandy. Sandstone bedrock is exposed in a few places along the shore. Rapids are
absent as the river meanders along at slow to moderate speed.
Human History and Influence
The Eau Galle flows through the communities of Spring Valley, Elmwood, and Eau Galle. Dams
have created sizeable flowages at the first and third of those towns. The earthen dam at Spring
Valley was constructed mainly for flood control as that town had been prone to severe flooding.
Navigability and Difficulty
Usually there will be enough water. Levels can be monitored on the USGS website. Eyeballing
the river from bridges will be helpful. Deadfall was not a problem on the section I explored but
is likely common on others.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
Pat Christopherson and I explored a few miles of the Eau Galle in June of 1982. We put in just
downstream of the dam at Eau Galle and paddled down to the County D bridge. Then I ran the
3.8 miles back to the car. We enjoyed riding the medium current through the corridor over a
sandy bottom interspersed with several rocky shoals. We dodged numerous logs but only two of
them required pullovers. Wildflowers graced the banks, many turtles slipped into the water and
we even saw a bluebird. In 2001 I was briefly back on the Eau Galle but aborted the trip. My
plan was to paddle a section of the Chippewa River by starting on the last mile of the Eau Galle
from the County P bridge near Durand. Right away I encountered many downed trees and chose
not to continue the journey so I turned back.
Further Ideas
I imagine other sections of the Eau Galle have been paddled. I am certain, however, that they
contain woody obstructions.
Conclusion
The Eau Galle is a small, quiet river which I enjoyed paddling. Much of it, however, is deadfall
prone.

Elk Creek
Location
Elk Creek drains a small area along the Dunn County border with Chippewa and Eau Claire
counties.
Natural Features
Elk Creek and its two headwater branches drain sandy soils through an original oak savanna
region until it empties into the Chippewa River. It exposes vertical sandstone walls just
downstream of Elk Creek Lake.
Human History and Influence
The surrounding land is heavily farmed. Irrigation is a common practice due to the sandy soil.
The creek flows through no significant towns. One small dam forms an impoundment known as
Elk Creek Lake.
Navigability and Difficulty
This is a small, narrow stream which is extremely prone to deadfall. The sandy soil is a poor
anchor for streamside trees. There are no real rapids though there is a fast section with rocks
just downstream of the Elk Creek Lake dam.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
Around 1990 I spent a frustrating two hours on Elk Creek between Dunn County higways E and
C. There were simply way too many obstructing trees across the creekway. Much more pleasant
was the day I paddled with Dick Boyum to the head of Elk Creek Lake. We appreciated the
attractiveness of the narrowing lake and then paddled upstream against the current for a short
distance before we turned around.
Further Ideas
I have walked along the last half mile of Elk Creek before it joins the Chippewa River. This stretch
appears to be clear of deadfall. Those planning to paddle the Chippewa River could start their
trip on Elk Creek at 960th Street bridge.
Conclusion
Elk Creek offers only two good paddling options. The first is to explore Elk Creek Lake and its
upper reaches. The second is to float its final half mile into the Chippewa River.

Fisher River
Location
Chippewa and Taylor counties.
Natural Features
Two headwater branches originate in sparsely populated northwestern Taylor County. Except
some upriver marshy areas, third growth conifer-hardwoods line these branches and the main
river. The headwater branches flow westward and merge to form the Fisher River soon after they
enter Chippewa County. The river’s path is dotted by many Precambrian boulders dropped by
the Wisconsin Glacier. The Fisher rushes past outcrops of granite bedrock as it descends from
the Northern Highland towards the valley of the Chippewa River, which it joins near Cornell. It
merges with that river in the Cornell Flowage. The Fisher’s gradient combined with bedrock and
boulders create intermittent rapids.
Human History and Influence
Logging and agriculture have influenced the character of the Fisher. Farms are often nearby but
most of the river corridor itself is undeveloped. Holcombe is the only town which approaches its
banks. A series of small dams near the headwaters create several flowages. Two units of the
Pershing State Wildlife Area in Taylor County include these bodies of water.
Navigability and Difficulty
Class I and II whitewater skills are required as are higher than average water levels. Upstream
sections will present deadfall problems though this potential problem is smaller after the 260th
Ave. bridge. Bridge scouting and general familiarity with the river will be needed to determine if
there is enough water.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
After recent rains in mid-July of 1982 I put-in at the 260th Ave. bridge. Rocky and narrow Class I
and II rapids alternated with quiet pools. Some of these were behind beaver dams. My solo
freestyle Ladybug canoe was up to the chore of running these rapids and blasting over all of the
beaver dams except one which required a short portage. On the shores I noticed birches, sugar
maples and silver maples plus a few pines and cedars which favored upland perches above
granite outcrops.
On the above occasion and upon my return in 1984 I took out at the 240th Ave. bridge near
Cornell. My second trip put-in was next to the Hwy 27 bridge at Holcombe. At the end of both
trips I shuttled back via bicycle.
My third trip on the Fisher River did not require a shuttle because I made a round trip which
started and ended at the same landing. The bulk of this outing was on impounded waters
behind the Chippewa River dam at Cornell. From a landing at Brunet Island State Park I passed
between some islands and then followed the river left shore to the Fisher River arm of the

flowage. Rocky shores held an attractive array of hemlocks, yellow birches, sugar maples and red
oaks. As the Fisher arm narrowed I noticed a weak head current and many barely submerged
rocks. I had hoped to ascend further up the Fisher but was forced to turn around.
Experiences of Others
Frank Piraino explored the Fisher and wrote about it in his Small River Canoe Adventures of
Wisconsin. He explored two sections including the same one I did in 1982. He wrote about
enjoying the wild beauty of the river and the challenge of running long boulder gardens. The
upstream section sounded problematic. Between the 310th St. bridge 260th St. bridge he
encountered too many beaver dams, snags and deadfalls. The going was much easier
downstream of the latter bridge.
Conclusion
With enough water the Fisher is a pretty and wild Class I-II small river. Unless you are a
masochist like Frank Piraino, stay off the river above the 260th St. bridge. Paddling among the
islands and up the Fisher River channel in Brunet Island State Park is an attractive round trip
option for boaters looking for a nice easy outing.

Halls Creek
Location
Jackson and Clark counties.
Natural Features
Halls Creek drains a small region along the Jackson County-Clark County border near the
community of Merrillan. It also straddles another border -- the one separating the Northwoods
from an oak savanna plant community. The stream corridor looks more like the former because
towering white pine trees are prevalent, especially on the cliff tops. Halls Creek has dug a minigorge through sandstone bedrock. Scores of attractive vertical walls are the result. The current is
moderately swift as this stream drops towards the Black River which it joins about six miles
south of Merrillan. Minor rapids develop through rocky stretches and a series of sandstone
ledges create three drops which are more dramatic.
Human History and Influence
Upstream of Merrillan farm fields are numerous and close to the creek and its tributaries. Forests
provide better buffers down stream of that community. Small dams create two flowages at
Merrillan. Downstream an even smaller low-head dam impacts the creek – a dam local sources
say was built for a camp to create a swimming hole.
Navigability and Difficulty
Halls Creek needs moderately high water. It is only runnable in the early spring and after heavy
rains. I suggest road scouting the creek at the Garage Rd. bridge or from the Jackson Co. E
bridge. There is help now available at the American Whitewater Website which contains flow
information and runnability advice. This swift creek is not for all paddlers. Fast corners and
minor rapids can be challenging. Somehow fallen trees tend not to be problems. Most paddlers
should stop to scout the last two and possibly the first of the three Class II sandstone ledges.
The damaged low-head dam also deserves a look, but it can be traversed in the right places.
Those without skills or experience should consider portaging these drops.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
Since the 1970s the John Muir Chapter of the Sierra Club has intermittently listed this trip as an
early April boating option. Bob Mulder led it in the early years. Phil Johnsrud has taken over in
recent years. With the Sierra Club, with friends from Eau Claire and by myself, I have traveled
Halls Creek on numerous occasions. It is one of my very favorite Wisconsin canoe streams. I like
many things about it, including its small size, the many bluffs topped by towering pines and
enough whitewater to keep it interesting. Signs of human habitation are few.
In late March or early April it showcases icicles which hang from sandstone cliffs where water
seeps through the bedrock. Evergreen polyploidy ferns carpet the tops of large boulders which
long ago calved from the cliffs and tumbled to the shore or into the creek. Wildflowers and
wildlife are often abundant. On one occasion my canoe was being swept into the bank on an

outside turn. I extended my paddle to push the bank away and nearly struck a very surprised
raccoon which had been minding its own business in the grass.
During my first several Halls Creek excursions I paddled only from Garage Rd. to the Halls Creek
landing on the Black River. One day I discovered that the section between Trow Lake and Garage
Rd. is almost as nice even though it lacks the whitewater. About an hour downstream of the
Garage Rd. paddlers reach their first real challenge. Here boaters should pull over on river right
to view the remains of the old dam. It should be obvious that there are two routes to choose
from. One is close to the right bank and the other is about two thirds of the way across. About a
half mile farther downstream paddlers will reach the first of three sandstone ledges which come
in quick succession. It is advised to scout the latter two drops and perhaps the first one. After
the third ledge the County E bridge soon comes into view. Then the creek slows down but its
cliffs become more even prominent and impressive.
Further Ideas
Frank Piraino also describes the above sections of Halls Creek in his Small River Canoe
Adventures of Wisconsin. He estimates 4-6 hours will be required to travel from Trow Lake to
the Halls Creek landing at the junction with the Black River. He mentions that it is very difficult to
see the “3 foot drop” created by the small dam midway through the trip. I agree that those not
paying close attention might not see it until the last second. I do not agree that this dam
requires a portage but it does deserve a look from the shore. Mr. Piraino shares my enthusiasm
for Halls Creek. He calls it “perhaps the very best small river trip in Wisconsin.”

Conclusion
This is an ideal small creek run for those who are patient enough to catch it when it has enough
water. Those who like bedrock “dells” and some Class II whitewater will be especially pleased.

Be careful navigating the ledge on Halls Creek, just upstream from the take-out at County
E.

Hay Creek
Location
Clark County.
Natural Features
Hay Creek is a small tributary of the South Fork of the Eau Claire River. It drains a sizeable
portion of the Clark County Forest. The land here is relatively flat. That is why this region’s
sandstone “mounds” are so conspicuous. At one point, Hay Creek encounters this bedrock
where it pours over a ledge past a sandstone wall.
Navigability and Difficulty
Higher than average water will be needed to run Hay Creek. Judge the water level by viewing
the creek from the bridge near the dam which creates Rock Dam Lake. Fallen trees and log jams
may be encountered.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
On April 18, 1999 I left my mountain bike at the point where Butler Lane meets the South Fork
of the Eau Claire River. This lane turns northwestward off of Camp Globe Road about three miles
east of Eau Claire County H. Then I drove to the Rock Dam Lake and looked at the water below
the dam. It looked very shallow and rocky. In the distance I could hear the sounds of a
significant drop. I hiked towards the splashy noise and found an attractive mini-dells including a
sheer falls of about three feet. It was too tumultuous for my Bell Wildfire canoe so I knew I
would need to portage around it.
Though the water was very shallow I did put in just upstream of the bridge and was able to
maneuver through the rock garden. Soon I reached the falls and carried my canoe and gear
around it on the left. The next half mile was a treat. I rode fast water along a narrow course past
high forested banks. There were no logjams or other obstructions. Then Hay Creek entered the
flood plain of the South Fork of the Eau Claire River. The current slowed, silver maples arched
overhead and several fallen ones blocked my path. After several short portages and
considerable limb dodging I reached the confluence of the South Fork. Another half mile of easy
paddling brought me to the spot where I had left my bike. The shuttle distance back was less
than three miles so I could have jogged or walked it.
Further Ideas
For a longer trip start where I did and continue down the South Fork.
Conclusion
At high water times this would be an interesting way to begin a trip down the South Fork of the
Eau Claire River. If I ever do this I may bring my whitewater canoe so I can run the falls at the
start of the trip.

Hay River
Location
Western Barron and Dunn counties.
Natural Features
Several small streams flow into Beaver Dam Lake which lies next to the city of Cumberland. A
dam at its outlet raises the lake several feet. This is the source of the Hay River which then flows
southward. Near the Dunn County border this stream gradually leaves the Northwoods and
enters a southern hardwood forest dominated by oaks. Intermittently it cuts into hills of
sandstone uncovering vertical bedrock walls. At other times it cuts high banks of pure sand.
Numerous islands dot the river’s course. As it nears Upper Tainter Lake there are many back
sloughs and oxbow lakes which were main channels in the past. The mouth of this river is now
inundated by the Red Cedar River impoundment known as Upper Tainter Lake.
Human History and Influence
Ancient Indian mound builders were among the earliest human inhabitants along the Hay River.
At Vanceberg near to the Dunn County V bridge a major battle occurred between the Dakota
Sioux and Chippewa Indian tribes. The year was 1861. This same village was the site of an old
logging mill. Nowadays fertilizers and manure from many farms reach the Hay River and
contribute to severe algae blooms on two impoundments of the Red Cedar River. The small
communities of Prairie Farm and Wheeler are situated on the banks of the Hay River.
Navigability and Difficulty
The Hay holds its water pretty well but upstream sections can get too low. Water levels can be
monitored by checking the USGS website which includes a gauge reading at Wheeler. Bridge
scouting may be necessary if in doubt. Low water will generally not be much of a problem
downstream of Wheeler though shallow sand bars may be encountered. There are rocky riffles
on the upper river but none are difficult enough to rate as Class I’s. Limb dodging will be
required but will rarely will trees or logjams block the entire river.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
My first trip down the Hay was in 1981 when I rode my Mad River Explorer with a friend from
Prairie Farm to the County FF bridge. We enjoyed maneuvering past islands and observing the
sandstone cliffs topped by white pines and birches.
In the late 1990s I returned to the Hay alone with my Bell Wildfire canoe. It was the first of three
trips I took from the Hwy 170 bridge east of Wheeler to the boat landing at the north end of
Upper Tainter Lake. The next two times were with friends. On each trip I enjoyed the wildness of
this stretch with its large trees and many backwater sloughs. Bald eagles typically congregate in
large numbers where the river widens into the lake. Finding the boat landing can be a challenge
because the upper flowage is choked with vegetation. One needs to bear left as soon as
possible. I have always managed to locate a narrow open passage which leads to the landing. It

is probably best to scout the landing first so that it will be recognizable. From that take-out I
have both jogged and biked back to my vehicle at the put-in. Other landings further down the
lake might be easier to find.
I came to appreciate the Hay River even more when I returned to the river in July of 2003. On
that occasion I paddled my Wildfire from County F to the Hwy 25 bridge at Wheeler. This ten
mile trip took me about 5 hours. I enjoyed dodging limbs, speeding down riffly channels
between islands, and viewing sandstone bluffs. Common yellow throats were singing and a bald
eagle allowed me to pass closely beneath his perch without flying off. North of Hwy 64 I noticed
many jack pines. South of that bridge I was spotting burr oaks. The river was at its prettiest
between Hwy 64 and County N. This natural beauty was interrupted by a herd of Holstein cows
that were standing in the water. I was forced to duck under a cable which was meant to fence
them in. After the South Fork of the Hay entered from the right the river became wider, sandier
and less scenic. Pedaling my bike back to the put-in I was menaced by several dogs but
emerged unbitten.
Experiences of Others
Michael Duncanson wrote about the Hay River in his out-of-print Indianhead Rivers of West
Central Wisconsin. The history I sighted above was gleaned from his narrative.
Further Ideas
At higher water times it should be possible to explore the Hay upstream of Prairie Farm.
Conclusion
The Hay River is an excellent canoe stream with some nice scenery. Minimal experience and skills
are needed to enjoy it.

Hay River (South Fork)
Location
Polk, Barron, St. Croix and Dunn counties.
Natural Features
The origin of the South Fork is along the border of southeastern Polk County and southwestern
Barron County. At first it flows mainly south but then it turns east toward its merger with the
main Hay River in northwestern Dunn County. Near Boyceville it picks up a major tributary
known as Tiffany Creek. The South Fork lacks the sandstone outcrops of the main Hay. Its banks
and the stream floor are sandy. Scattered white pine trees will be seen but this land was
originally forested by “southern” hardwoods typified by oaks and basswoods on higher ground
and silver maples and ashes on lower banks. Rocks are rare and riffly reaches are few.
Human History and Influence
Farms are always near although the immediate stream corridor is mostly wooded. Field runoff
pollutes the stream and decreases water clarity. The sewage treatment plant near Boyceville
experienced enough problems in the late 1990s to make the news in Eau Claire. There is another
sewage treatment plant near Glenwood City on Tiffany Creek. I hope the effluent from both of
these plants is relatively clean these days.
Navigability and Difficulty
Downstream sections will generally have enough water but fallen trees and logjams are
numerous. There are no rapids. Water levels on the nearby main Hay River at Wheeler can be
monitored at the USGS website.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I spent an hour and a half on the South Fork of the Hay on Memorial Day of 1998. My put-in
was the Dunn Co. N bridge. I took out at County F and biked the shuttle. After I left a barnyard
and several surprised Holsteins behind I entered a forest of silver maple, ash and scattered white
pines. Blossoming wild geraniums were prolific on the banks. I was able to weave through many
of the deadfall mazes but not all of them. Fortunately it was quite easy to pull my Wildfire
around these logjams over low and sandy shores.
Further Ideas
I would not advise floating the river above County N. One idea is to start a longer trip down the
main Hay River by starting on the South Fork.
Conclusion
The South Fork of the Hay is only OK – it is deadfall prone. The nearby main Hay River is a much
nicer option.

Indian Creek
Location
Buffalo County. See Waumandee Creek entry in this section.

Jump River
Location
Rusk, Taylor and Chippewa counties.
Natural Features
Both the North and South Forks of the Jump River arise in the forests of central Price County.
They merge to form the main Jump River in the far southwestern corner of the county. The
river’s stream course is consistently rocky as are its high banks. Granite bedrock reveals itself
periodically. Minor rapids and riffles are frequent. Pines, aspens, birches and other trees of the
Northwoods tower above the river.
Human History and Influence
The Jump was a major “white pining rive,r” according to Glen Lowry. (See his guidebook
referenced below.), who writes that “the last big drive down this river occurred in 1902.” Many
forests have regrown but considerable land in the drainage area is farmed. Yet much of the
immediate corridor looks wild. Its only streamside community with more than a handful of
people is Sheldon. The Jump runs dam-free until its current is halted in the Holcombe Flowage
of the Chippewa River.
Navigability and Difficulty
Though a sizeable stream, the Jump is often frustratingly low because it is so wide and rocky.
Skilled paddlers in light (especially solo) canoes will be able to run it at lower levels than
unskilled boaters in heavier craft. The USGS website does list a gauge at Sheldon where water
levels can be monitored. The American Whitewater website uses that information to make
runnability advice. Mike Svob (see below) recommends calling the Medford DNR office (715748-4955) for water condition information. Bridge scouting is always an option.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have paddled the Jump River on several occasions. In the early 1980s I paddled the North Fork
into the main stem of the Jump down to the landing marked in the Gazetteer along Cty. M in far
southeastern Rusk County. A year earlier I had explored another stretch with another tandem
partner. We put in at the County G bridge and finished at the Main Creek bridge on Lake
Holcomb. After about 4 miles of fast water we entered the flowage and found our way past
backwater bays and sloughs to the Landing near Hwy 194.
My two best days on the Jump were with my fishing buddy Carter Leslie. In the late 1990s we
fished the 4 mile stretch down to the village of Jump River starting at the same landing along
Cty. M I mentioned above. It was summer and the water was quite low. We caught many
smallmouth bass and enjoyed the challenge of not getting hung up on rocks. I hooked
something big with my light spinning gear and soon we were being pulled upstream by a large
muskie! We could see what type of fish it was several times when it swirled at the surface.
Though I played it for a long time, the monster eventually snapped my 4 pound test line. On

another occasion, Carter and I fished the 12 miles between Jump River and the Cty. G bridge.
Here the river maintained its fast and rocky character. In 2006, an aging Carter chose not to fish
but ran the car shuttle down to the Cty G. bridge. Meanwhile his son-in-law, another Rick, and I
were hooking smallmouth bass between that bridge and I our starting point in Sheldon.
Experiences of Others
In the early 1970’s Glen Lowry wrote a guidebook which has been out of print for many years.
He called it Wisconsin’s North Central Canoe Trails. I love his references to Native American and
logging era historic sites. For example, he notes that the village of Jump River was once the site
of a Chippewa Indian village. His guidebook lists three canoe trails beginning just upstream of
the merging Forks to the Holcombe Flowage.
The first section of about 10 miles can begin just below Big Falls on the South Fork or from the
last bridge over the North Fork. His second “trail” covers the 9 miles from the village of Jump
River to Sheldon. Lastly, he describes the final 9 miles to Lake Holcombe. The guidebook’s maps
depict just one Class I rapid in the first “trail” and just two Class I’s in the second. The map of the
third “trail” depicts two Class II’s. The first is just upstream of the Cty. G bridge and the second is
about a mile downstream of that bridge. By today’s standards I doubt that these would rate
more than Class I’s but perhaps they are slightly more difficult than the others. Besides these
rated rapids there are many more riffles which require attention.
Further Ideas
At high water it would be fun to ride the entire 26 or 27 miles of the Jump in one long day. I
would put in at the landing along Cty M and take out on Lake Holcomb. It certainly can be
broken up into smaller pieces and canoe-camping is another appealing option.
Conclusion
Though I enjoyed fishing with Carter and with his son-in-law, paddling without fishing gear is
entertainment enough on this wonderful stream. . It is perfect for those canoeists who like fast
water interspersed with frequent riffles and minor rapids. Catching it with enough water is the
only problem. The write ups for the North and South Forks can be found in the North Central
section of this Guide.

Kinnickinnic River
Location
St. Croix and Pierce counties.
Natural Features
The Kinnickinnic, known by locals as the Kinni, is a relatively young river which eroded a narrow,
steep-sided gorge through dolomite bedrock back when the Wisconsin Glacier was melting
about 10,000 years ago. This bedrock is handsomely displayed along the river downstream of
River Falls. At a city park in River Falls a dolomite ledge forms a small waterfall. I suspect that the
city’s two impoundments have buried other cascades.
The river’s headwaters are located in an original prairie area of central St. Croix County. Near the
Pierce County line the river flows begins a journey through original oak savanna land on its way
to the St. Croix River. Vegetation remnants of colder days are represented by scattered white
pines. Short, steep-walled side canyons merge into the Kinnickinnic gorge where intermittent
streams tumble down to the main river. In several places groundwater seeps through seams in
the dolomite and trickles down bedrock steps. Over 40 rare and endangered species grow on
these wet rocks. For this reason and others the Wisconsin DNR has designated the Kinnickinnic
River an “Outstanding Resource Water.” Numerous springs result in cold enough water to
support a healthy trout population.
Human History and Influence
Those prairies in St. Croix County became prime farming land. River Falls grew up in the mid1880s as a sawmill and gristmill town. Two hydroelectric dams were eventually erected. Denny
Caneff, executive Director of the River Alliance of Wisconsin, told me in 2015 that there is a
good chance they will be removed. By the 1960s there were many who realized what a
wonderful resource this river and its valley were.
At its mouth the Kinnickinnic State Park was formed in 1972. Part of it became a State Natural
Area. In recent years the Kinnickinnic River Land Trust has done an admirable job of protecting
the immediate corridor and many bluff tops from construction projects. Development pressures
are strong because the Twin Cities metro area is expanding.
Navigability and Difficulty
In a 1993 Silent Sports article Cliff Jacobson wrote that this river is “selective.” He implied that
“klutz boaters” and those with loaded aluminum canoes should stay away. Why is this so?
Because there are strainers and sweepers plus numerous rocky riffles which are often too
shallow to allow easy passage. At least the woody obstructions do not usually block the entire
river. The riffles rarely, if ever rate more than a Class I’s, but skill is required to recognize and get
to the best routes.

I have found that there is usually just enough water for light, unloaded boats. There is a gauge
on the USGS website which can be monitored. At the base of the dam put-in site there is a
gauge which read 1.52 in October of 2005. This was a bare minimum water level.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have run the Kinnikinnic about 7 times since the early 1980s. Each time I have driven the road
which borders the south end of Glen Park and followed it west to where it turns left 90 degrees.
Here a path leads to downhill steps. They lead to the put-in located just below the dam. From
here it is about 7 miles to the parking lot by the Cty. F bridge. Lot use there requires a State Park
sticker.
Usually I have enjoyed this river with a tandem canoe partner but at least once I paddled it solo
in my Bell Wildfire. I am always amazed by the beauty of the dolomite cliffs, the attractive mix of
vegetation and the surprising isolation of this narrow valley. Often the water is clear enough to
appreciate the waving green vegetation which grows from the stream floor. I have explored
several of the side canyons on foot. On warm summer days companions and I have stopped for
refreshing swims from one of the rare sandy beaches.
Experiences of Others
This is one river I am surprised was not included in one of Mike Svob’s guidebooks. Frank
Piraino did include it in his Small River Canoe Adventures of Wisconsin. He paddled the same
stretch and seemed to appreciate it as much as I have.
Further Ideas
The upper Kinni is probably not worth exploring. I think it would be interesting to explore the
final mile and a half to the St. Croix River.
Conclusion
This is one of my favorite rivers because of its small size, its isolation, the challenge of its shallow
riffles, and those gorgeous dolomite cliffs.

Lowes Creek
Location
Eau Claire County.
Natural Features
The hilly, Driftless Region of southwestern Wisconsin which no glaciers ever touched extends
into southern Eau Claire County. Flowing northward from the “Eleva Hills” are several spring-fed
creeks which coalesce into the trout stream known as Lowes Creek. Soon it exits the Driftless
Region and cuts through sandy loams, glacially deposited drift and eventually through bedrock
sandstone. Finally it swings westward for a few miles before in empties into the Chippewa River.
Lowes Creek begins in original oak savanna country and then skirts a pine savanna.
Human History and Influence
The hills and valleys south of Eau Claire feature a combination of woods, farms and suburban
sprawl. Erosion has taken its toll. One especially terrible erosive event occurred in the late 1990s.
Local authorities and business interests realized that development in the watershed south of Eau
Claire would need to be done with more care. As a result, two new automobile dealerships
which opened along Hwy 93 built large settling ponds to slow the precipitation runoff from their
lots into Lowes Creek.
Navigability and Difficulty
Low water and frequent deadfall on this small stream will keep most paddlers away.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
In June of 2001 I spent an hour and 10 minutes on Lowes Creek. My put-in was the Lowes Creek
Rd. bridge and I took out at County F. At the time I was living in Eau Claire. After the trip I ran
back to my car. Even though noisy I-94 was nearby and numerous houses crowded the
creekway, I found many natural features to admire. Luxuriant ferns grew below a canopy of
mature trees including many towering white pines, sugar maples, basswoods and oaks. Lowes
Creek seemed in a hurry to meet the Chippewa River as it wound rapidly along its narrow course
past sandy banks and sandstone bluffs. There were many logs and limbs to dodge but only a
few portages were required.
Experiences of Others
Joe Knight, the outdoor editor of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, suggested the above stretch
of Lowes Creek because he had done it and wrote about it.
Conclusion
This stream is too small and choked with deadfall for most paddlers. Perhaps an occasional Eau
Claire area paddler will give it a try.

Main Creek
Location
Price and Rusk counties.
Natural Features
The North, Middle and South Forks of Main Creek all originate a few miles north of U.S. Hwy 8
between the communities of Glen Flora and Hawkins. All these branches have merged by the
time the stream passes Conrath about 6 miles southeast of Ladysmith. Yellow, loamy soils cover
the rolling ground moraines which were deposited by the last glacier. This is farm/forest
transition land shared by third growth northern conifer-hardwood forests and scattered dairy
farms. Main Creek’s stream bed is littered with Precambrian erratic stones and boulders which
were dropped by the glacier. The stream’s current is moderate as it descends from the Northern
Highland towards the Central Plain. Minor rapids are the result. Before the Holcombe Dam was
built, Main Creek joined the Jump River upstream of that river’s confluence with the Chippewa
River. Now Main Creek flows into Lake Holcombe.
Human History and Influence
Logging was an early influence. Today the settlement of Hawkins lies along the South Branch.
The Middle Branch drains a commercial cranberry bog and is dammed just north of Hwy. 8
forming Lake LaVern. This branch passes through Ingram on Hwy. 8. The North Branch is
impacted less by humans.
Navigability and Difficulty
Lower sections of Main Creek are wide enough to largely negate the deadfall problem. The
water is frequently too low for comfortable runs. Bridge scouting should help to determine the
level. None of the rapids rate more than a Class I.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
In late April of 1983 I explored Main Creek from Range Line Rd. to Lake Holcombe in about 2
hours. My take-out was the landing at the Hwy 194 bridge. I remember rocky, fast water
stretches separated by calmer water. There were Holstein cows and hooded mergansers. Fallen
trees reached part way across the streambed but never the entire distance.
Experiences of Others
Glen Lowry wrote briefly about Main Creek in his-of-print Wisconsin’s North Central Canoe
Trails. His narrative and map included the river from Conrath down to Lake Holcombe. He
seemed mainly interested in marking the good fishing holes. Also marked and noted by Lowry
was a heron rookery located just south of Hwy 194 in the backwaters of Lake Holcombe. Since
he wrote the guidebook long ago in 1973, I wonder if this rookery still exists.
Further Ideas
At high water times, it may be possible to float Main Creek upstream of Conrath.

Conclusion
“The trip on Main Creek is for those who want solitude and good fishing,” proclaimed Lowry.
When the water is high enough its lower stretches should be easy enough for most paddlers to
run without difficulty. They will find a reasonably scenic small waterway.

Morrison Creek
Location
Jackson County.
Natural Features
Morrison Creek drains a sizeable area of eastern Jackson County. It picks up numerous
tributaries as it flows westward before it joins the Black River about five miles south of Black
River Falls. Randy Hoffman describes the plant communities of this region in his book entitled
Wisconsin’s Natural Communities. He writes: “These forests, sometimes called flatwoods,
developed on wet sands perched on an impervious clay layer. The dominant species are white
pine and red maple. The characteristic ground-layer species are sphagnum moss, winterberry,
(and) cinnamon fern.” Morrison Creek cuts a mini-canyon through bedrock as it descends with
increasing speed through minor rapids on its way to the Black River. Upstream canyon walls are
pure sandstone. As the creek descends and digs deeper, granite begins to mix with the
sandstone. The final stretch to the Black is deep enough that only granite bedrock is exposed.
Human History and Influence
The soils of eastern Jackson County are terrible for traditional farming. But they are perfect for
cranberry bogs. Consequently, the Morrison’s headwater region has been extensively
engineered to flood a series of commercial cranberry bogs. For duck hunting and other
recreational purposes a series of small flowages has also been constructed. The creek runs wild
and free through its final ten miles. Just before it reaches the Black it flows through a small
portion of Ho-Chunk Indian lands.
Navigability and Difficulty
Morrison Creek is a narrow stream. Consequently, upstream stretches are deadfall-prone. Water
levels will often be too low. Adequacy of flow can be guessed by scouting from the County K
bridge or the South Cemetery Road bridge. Beginner to intermediate whitewater skills will be
needed to navigate the Class I-II rapids. The American Whitewater website uses the Black River
USGS gauge reading as a rough guide to runnability.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
Since the 1970s the River Touring Section of Wisconsin’s John Muir Chapter of the Sierra Club
has often sponsored trips on Morrison Creek. Bob Mulder led these trips in years past while Phil
Johnsrud has led the trips in recent years. These outings have always been scheduled in early
April to take advantage of snow melt and resulting high water conditions.
I think this is one of the most beautiful streams in Wisconsin. I love its intimate size, good water
quality, impressive cliffs and big white pines. The whitewater adds another element of beauty
and some challenge. My first trip on Morrison Creek was led by Bob Mulder in 1981. We put in
at the South Cemetery Rd. bridge and took out along a road in reservation land before we
reached the confluence with the Black.

In 1993 I was back paddling with Bob and other Sierra Clubbers. My tandem partner was Eric
Wheeler. From the put-in at South Cemetery Rd. we immediately found ourselves in fast water
dodging boulders. At the first big left turn we steered past a bedrock-lined Class I-II pitch. Less
than a mile later the water sped into a drop we decided to scout. Not every boat made the
required moves to reach and successfully run this solid Class II pitch over a broken bedrock
ledge. The best strategy is to work left and run it on that side.
Minor rapids continued for most of the rest of the run. We found time to admire the beauty of
the canyon. Icicles glistened where they hung from rocky cliffs. Thick mats of evergreen ferns
blanketed sandstone towers which tilted over the water’s edge. Patches of white snow filled
protected crevasses. As we did in 1981 we took out along a road in the reservation.
A week later Doug Kress and I rode our Whitesell solo whitewater canoes down Morrison Creek.
We passed the usual landing and paddled all the way to the Black River. Soon after we hit the
Black we found Halls Creek Landing on river right and took out there. I cannot recall significant
deadfall problems on the final stretch to the Black. I cannot say the same for my next trip down
Morrison Creek in 2000.
That June day Colette and I pulled our tandem canoe over several logjams along that final
stretch. Our experience was probably more typical because the final mile of the creek winds
through a deadfall-prone bottomland comprised of silver maple and river birch trees. Upstream
of this bottomland Morrison Creek is amazingly free of deadfall.
My most recent adventure on Morrison Creek came in June of 2000. This time I was alone in my
Bell Wildfire canoe. I wanted to explore a new upstream section. Fortunately, the previous week
had been a rainy one. First I left my 50cc Yamaha motorcycle at the South Cemetery Rd. bridge.
Then I drove to the Hwy 54 bridge where I put in. Initially the creek twisted through a narrow
waterway lined by towering white pines. Its course became even more serpentine as it pierced
marshy lowland lined by grasses and tag alders. Several portages around snags were required. I
was having such a good time I didn’t care. Eventually the creek widened and small sandstone
bluffs began to appear. A beaver surfaced close to my canoe and slapped its tail. Then I
surprised a fawn which slipped several times as it tried to flee up a steep bank. Until a large clear
cut appeared on river right it seemed like a wilderness run.
Experiences of Others
The American Whitewater Website lists Morrison Creek and rates it a Class I-II stream. It does
not describe the rapids along the 5.3 miles between S. Cemetery Rd. and Bottomland Rd.
Conclusion
This is one of the prettiest and most exciting canoe streams in Wisconsin. It is relatively
unknown and seldom used because it is hard to catch it with enough water. Only those with
Class II whitewater skills belong here.

Mud Creek
Location
Chippewa and Rusk counties.
Natural Features
Mud Creek is born high in the Chippewa Moraine a few miles northeast of Bloomer. It drains the
western slope of Mt. Baldy which is the highest point in this region of terminal moraines.
Nearby there are small kettle lakes, ice-walled lake plains and other features of glacial geology.
Mud Creek flows northward and carries on for only about 8 miles before it empties into the
Chippewa River. It shorelines vary from marshy to forested. One of its tributaries drains the
south and west slopes of Flambeau Mountain.
Human History and Influence
Mud Creek is impacted by a couple of farms but most of its corridor is wild. The Ice Age Trail
crosses the creek near its headwaters where beaver dams keep flooding the Trail. The Ice Age
Interpretive Center is situated a couple of miles to the west along Chippewa County Hwy M.
Navigability and Difficulty
I paddled a short stretch of Mud Creek in the spring and experienced little difficulty. Later in the
year this stream becomes more difficult to navigate because of low water and surface
vegetation. Near the Chippewa River, fallen bottomland trees tend to block the channel.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
In late April of 1987 I arrived at the County M bridge with my solo freestyle Ladybug canoe. Next
to the bridge I launched into an attractive wetland. Black spruces arose like steeples beyond the
grassy corridor. A northern harrier flew overhead. Yellow marsh marigolds blossomed along the
shore. I was surprised to encounter only one obstruction, a beaver dam. In less than an hour I
reached Mud Brook Rd. and jogged the 1.3 miles back to my car.
Several years later I attempted to paddle up Mud Creek from the County D bridge near the
creek’s confluence with the Chippewa River. A maze of fallen trees caused me to abort the trip
after about 100 yards.
Conclusion
My brief outing on a marshy section of Mud Creek was delightful.

Muddy Creek
Location
Dunn County.
Natural Features
The headwaters of Muddy Creek gather off the slopes of the Hoffman Hills State Recreation
Area. As the creek flows south it meanders through the only two marshes in Dunn County. Much
of it follows an abandoned channel of the Red Cedar River which now flows in a parallel
direction about ten miles to the west. The current is slow and rocks are lacking throughout most
of its course. It starts in oak savanna country and then crosses level land which was a true prairie
before settlement. White pine remnants of the receding Northwoods are evident along the
creek’s final plunge down to the Chippewa River. A small sandstone gorge with rapids heralds
the beginning of this descent.
Human History and Influence
South of Hoffman Hills the entire drainage area of Muddy Creek is heavily farmed. The marsh
located south of I-94 has been designated the Muddy Creek State Wildlife Area. Several houses
line Twin Bridge Rd. just south of County C. They are all that remain of a once thriving
community known as Falls City. The former dam and mills at the site were dismantled many
years ago.
Navigability and Difficulty
There is a navigable section in the Wildlife Area which should retain sufficient water during all
paddling seasons. The lower creekway is choked with many snags.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
In mid April of 1988 I attempted to run Muddy Creek from Twin Bridge Rd. to the Chippewa
River confluence. At the put-in I noticed what appeared to be a Class III rapid at the old dam
site. I looked as if it would be runnable with more water. It was easy to access the creek below
the rapid on river left where I started my journey. From there a speedy current swept me down a
steep and narrow sandy valley. Tall white pines towered above but many trees had fallen
completely across the narrow stream. I pulled my canoe over at least 20 logjams and fallen trees.
A small herd of Holstein cows standing at the water’s edge greeted me at one bend in the
stream. Feeling frustrated by all the obstructions, I was looking for a way to shorten my trip. A
dirt lane appeared on the left which led me to an easy jogging road back to my car at the put-in.
My next outing on Muddy Creek was a vastly better one in Mid-May of 2005. A DNR agent in
Eau Claire had suggested I explore the Muddy Creek Wildlife Area from the County E bridge.
After some early difficulties it became a very worthwhile experience. Right away I had trouble
ducking under a barbed wire fence. It was easy to paddle upstream but I faced two more
obstacles. I portaged around one fallen tree and a low bridge. Then I entered an unobstructed
scenic marsh. The creek was narrow but plenty deep. I flushed two Canada geese, a pair of wood

ducks and several mallards. Several sandhill cranes were not visible to me but I could hear their
distinctive croaking calls. It was fun to hear and see several common yellowthroats.
Before long I reached the confluence of two branches. Later I checked the Gazetteer and
determined that the one to the east was a tributary which begins on the south slope of nearby
Elk Mound. Anyway, I choose the westerly branch to my left and ascended it for about 10
minutes. I turned around when the current stiffened and the corners became tight and difficult
to negotiate. At that spot two small alders grew which suggested slightly higher and dryer
ground so I climbed out of my canoe for a better view across the marsh. To the east I could see
the hill they call Elk Mound which arises on the edge of the town with the same name.
Back on the water I soon reached the confluence of that branch joining from the east. I
ascended it for about 10 minutes. By that time the creek had shrunk to 6 feet in width so it was
difficult to turn my 13 foot Wildfire around. On the journey back I enjoyed the distant calls of
chorus frogs. I watched a turkey run along a higher right bank for a while before it flew across
the creek about 15 yards in front of me. Before long I was back to my car at the County E bridge.
Conclusion
I enjoyed exploring the Muddy Creek Wildlife Area. The lower creek, though also attractive, is
too deadfall-choked to recommend.

O’Neil Creek
Location
Chippewa County.
Natural Features
The waters of O’Neil Creek originate high in northern Chippewa County’s Chippewa Moraine.
Nearby are many kettle lakes surrounded by northern conifer-hardwood forests. The stream
passes through Rock Lake before it descends to a glacial outwash plain and eventually to the
Chippewa River. Tamaracks, cedars and spruces are seen along wetland sections. Large rocks are
lacking for the most part. The stream floor is usually gravelly, sandy or muddy.
Human History and Influence
The only community along O’Neil Creek’s banks is the tiny town of Eagle Point on Hwy 124.
Agriculture is impactful throughout the entire drainage system. Two dams result in two
impoundments. Upstream is the O’Neil Flowage which is undeveloped. Downstream is
Marshmiller Lake which is highly developed.
Navigability and Difficulty
Most sections will have sufficient water through most seasons. Some sections are deadfall
prone. Such is not the case with my favorite wetland section.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have been on O’Neil Creek four times because it was close to the lake home I owned for a long
time. The first time I was alone in my Ladybug solo freestyle canoe. It was mid-June of 1982. I
paddled from the O’Neil Creek Rd.bBridge south of Eagle Point to the Hwy. 178 bridge near the
Chippewa River confluence. Initially the banks were low, muddy and covered with nettles. After a
while the creekway became more attractive as pines began appearing on higher banks. Now the
stream sped more quickly over pockets of sand and gravel. Then it broke into multiple channels.
At one point I took a left channel and faced a gauntlet of fallen trees which required several
portages. After a total of about 2 hours I reached the Hwy178 bridge where my shuttle bicycle
was locked to a tree.
My second trip on O’Neil Creek was a memorable one which included getting lost. It was a midNovember day in 1988 when I showed up at the Hwy 64 bridge 5 miles east of Bloomer. From
there I paddled upstream in my Ladybug canoe past patches of snow. This task was easy
because the current was weak. Beyond the immediate marshy corridor I spotted cedar, spruce
and tamarack trees. A few golden needles clung to the latter but most had fallen. My plan was
to reach Marsh Miller Lake but I never got there. In retrospect at the end of the day I realized I
had missed the left turn up the main creek and had ascended a tributary instead.
Something did seem amiss because it seemed as if I was bearing east instead of west. I stayed
the course anyway because the waterway was attractive and I was curious to see where I would

end up. About two hours on the water I emerged onto a small lake which I later identified as
Round Lake. At its southeastern end I found a small inlet and doggedly kept paddling upstream.
Again I had no idea where I was or even exactly what my plan was. I was only slightly worried
and basically had faith I would somehow figure out where I was and eventually find my vehicle.
After all, I could probably retrace my watery path if necessary.
The width of open water shrunk and disappeared at times into a maze of aquatic plants. It would
briefly open up only to close in again. Several times I grabbed plants to pull myself forward.
Eventually I realized I could not proceed like this indefinitely and began to weigh my options. I
spotted some higher ground on the right and could see a pasture leading to a house and barn
about 400 yards away. I stood up and dragged my canoe in that direction. When I got to the
farm house no one was home. I left my canoe behind and took a short stroll out to the road
which turned out to be Hwy. 64. I glanced to the left and then to the right. To my surprise and
delight I could see my Isuzu Trooper just 800 yards away! I had paddled nearly a complete circle.
The following summer I led a group of Chippewa Valley Sierra Club paddlers along some of this
same route. I did not torture them by following the exact route. Instead we turned around
before Round Lake and returned the same way we had come.
Alone on another occasion I drove to Marsh Miller Lake with plans to explore the creek between
its outlet dam and Hwy 64. The initial stretch was shallow and rocky and was bordered by tall
deciduous trees on relatively high banks. Several times I was forced to drag my canoe. The final
stretch through the wetland to Hwy 64 was much easier.
When I returned to the Hwy 64 bridge over O’Neil Creek for a fourth time I did something
entirely different. This time I paddled downstream to the south instead of upstream to the
north. My boating equipment was different too. It was one of the few times I poled instead of
paddled my canoe. Because I knew I would be standing I brought my stable 16 foot Mad River
Explorer. The water was shallow and the bottom was solid so this was a good place to try
poling. After about 45 minutes the wide and open corridor suddenly narrowed. Cedar and
deciduous trees covered the banks. Obstacles appeared in the form of large rocks and fallen
trees. With a paddle and a smaller canoe I might have been able to maneuver around those
obstacles and eventually reach Kramer Rd. Instead I gave up and returned to where I had
started.
Further Ideas
With enough water it should be possible to paddle from the outlet of Marsh Miller Lake to the
Hwy 178 bridge. Portages around fallen trees will necessary.
Conclusion
Small creek explorers might like to try O’Neil Creek. Quality wetland trip opportunities are rare in
this part of the State. This one can be explored without the need to set up a shuttle.

Otter Creek
Location
Eau Claire County.
Natural Features
Otter Creek originates among the ridges and coulees of the never-glaciated Driftless Region of
far southern Eau Claire County. As it flows north it enters a region of “ground moraines”
deposited by the Wisconsin Glacier. Its broad valley narrows markedly during its final descent to
the Eau Claire River. Here it exposes vertical sandstone cliffs. Originally this was mainly oak
savanna country but white pines commonly grow on the cliffs. The banks are often lined with
tag alders.
Human History and Influence
Urbanization and agriculture impact this creek heavily. Highways 53 and I-94 follow Otter Creek
valley so they contribute noise and polluted runoff. On the outskirts of Eau Claire Otter Creek
winds through two golf courses. Many homes overlook the creek from ridge tops.
Navigability and Difficulty
Shallow water and deadfall obstructions are frequent.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I struggled down Otter Creek in mid-June of 1990. I put-in at the County AA bridge and
encountered a gauntlet of fallen trees. Nevertheless, I stubbornly forged ahead in my Ladybug
freestyle solo canoe. Many large trees have fallen across this stream because the sandy soil is a
poor root anchor. Sections lined by small tag alders were easier to navigate except when their
branches touched from opposite shores. A couple of golfers spotted me and must have thought
I was crazy. Still I continued ducking and portaging my way to the Clairemont Ave. bridge.
Starting there the current picked up and riffles appeared when I passed a high sandstone cliff on
the right. When another gauntlet of deadfall obstructions loomed ahead I spotted a steep path
on river right and aborted my trip. I pulled my canoe and gear up the steep hill and hid them
behind some bushes. Finally, I jogged back to my car.
Conclusion
This stream is too small and deadfall-choked to recommend for most paddlers.

Paint Creek
Location
Southern Chippewa County.
Natural Features
Paint Creek drains farms and woodlands in far southern Chippewa County. Before settlement
this was a land of pine savannas and northern conifer hardwood forests. Sandstone cliffs are
exposed along the creek’s descent to the Chippewa River.
Human History and Influence
Much of the drainage area has been farmed since the logging era ended. Scattered homes line
the shore where the creek meets Lake Wissota, an impoundment of the Chippewa River.
Navigability and Difficulty
Paint Creek is a small stream which is only navigable its final few miles to Lake Wissota. The
delta area is easy to navigate. Upstream there are rocky riffles which may be too shallow to
navigate.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
Paint Creek was a milestone for me. It was my 200th Wisconsin River! Pat Christopherson and I
paddled it in Mid-October of 1996. We used my old Grumman aluminum canoe. I had paddled
the same canoe on my very first Wisconsin river. That was in 1969 on the St. Croix River. Pat and
I launched the Grumman from a bank by the County K bridge. In the first quarter mile we
encountered three sets of rocky riffles. One of them forced us to drag the canoe for a few yards.
After about three quarters of a mile we reached the impounded waters of Lake Wissota. By then
we had entered a narrow sandstone canyon. It was lovely and surprisingly undeveloped. The
dwellings we saw were few and far between. White pines, jack pines, red oaks and white birch
trees covered the bluffs. Our journey ended at the boat landing just past the Town Line Rd.
bridge. Pat waited there while I jogged back to the car.
Further Ideas
Any easier way to explore this little gorge would be to access it from Lake Wissota.
Conclusion
Paddlers in the Eau Claire-Chippewa Falls area may wish to explore this pretty place.

Pigeon Creek
Location
Jackson and Trempealeau counties.
Natural Features
Pigeon Creek is a small stream which starts in northwestern Jackson County and flows westward
toward the Trempealeau River which it joins just outside of Whitehall. It drains lands typical of
the Driftless Region which was never glaciated. Sizeable hills separated by small valleys known
locally as “coulees” drain toward the wide valley of Pigeon Creek. Some of these coulees carry
spring-fed trout streams which run clear when there has been no recent rain. The Pigeon can
run clear also but it quickly turns muddy after it rains. Soils in these valleys are of the dark silt
variety. The stream floor is sometimes muddy but can also be sandy or gravelly.
Human History and Influence
Pigeon Creek closely passes the small communities of Northfield and Pigeon Falls. Its valley is
rife with dairy farms.
Navigability and Difficulty
This is a quiet water stream devoid of rapids. It is so narrow that deadfall is a potential problem.
The section I paddled was surprisingly obstruction-free, however. The water will often be too
shallow. Bridge scouting should help to determine adequacy of flow.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
On April 10th of 1989 I eased my Ladybug solo-freestyle canoe into this narrow stream at Pigeon
Falls. Cows, pastures, and the noise from Hwy 53 were in my immediate future. The water was
relatively high but I was still challenged by the need to locate and reach deeper channels among
barely submerged gravel bars and sandbars. Fortunately I enjoy this activity. I rousted a few
ducks and several large schools of rough fish which might have been suckers or redhorse. The
water was surprisingly clear. Equally surprising was the lack of deadfall. My trip was not a long
one as I paddled downstream about three miles to the second bridge downstream of Pigeon
Falls where I had left my mountain bike.
Further Ideas
It should be possibly to paddle all the way to Whitehall and then down the Trempealeau River.
Downstream sections may or may not contain more fallen trees.
Conclusion
At higher water times, Pigeon Creek is an option for quiet water boaters who are looking for a
short excursion on a narrow creek. It is not particularly scenic.

Popple River
Location
Clark County.
Natural Features
The North and South Branches of this Popple River merge near Owen. From there the river
drops southward and westward to the Black River which it joins four miles north of Greenwood.
Glacial erratic boulders dot this stream which also exposes bedrock granite. Northern coniferhardwood species line the shores.
Human History and Influence
Clark County is a major dairying region. Farm runoff adds pollutants to the Popple. The
community of Owen (Pop. 882) is situated on its banks as is the tributary known as Brick Creek.
The latter has been dammed twice creating two small flowages.
Navigability and Difficulty
The Popple is probably navigable from the Hwy. 29 at Owen. The section I paddled was nearly
deadfall free. Medium to high flows will be needed for a good run. Bridge scouting may be
needed to gauge runnability. There will be rocks to dodge and at least one Class II “dells”
section.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
On a chilly 1990 day in May I spent about two hours on the Popple between County N and the
canoe access next to the Hwy 73 bridge. It was rainy and windy too so it was difficult to stay
warm. I launched my Ladybug solo freestyle canoe into a consistently attractive river corridor. It
would slow through bottomland sections and then speed up past upland banks and among
numerous islands. Rocks dotting the course were unsurprising but I had not expected to see
bedrock. It was a nice surprise to discover a 100 yard long “dells” lined with vertical granite walls.
It took all of my ability and concentration to guide my non-whitewater boat through its Class II
whitewater. During the entire outing I needed to portage only once around a fallen tree. I did
not paddle the final mile down to the Black, but I did so on another occasion. This section is one
continuous Class I boulder garden. With enough water it is a great way to begin a trip down the
Black River. See my Black River narrative in this section.
Further Ideas
I can imagine exploring the 4 miles of river between Owen and the County N Bridge.
Conclusion
The Popple is a fine, small Northwoods stream. Intermediate whitewater skills and plenty of
water are required. A whitewater trip on the Black River can begin on the Popple.

Red Cedar River
Location
Sawyer, Washburn, Barron and Dunn counties.
Natural Features
The Red Cedar River drains a large area of Western Wisconsin. Numerous creeks and springs
feed Lake Chetek in southwestern Sawyer County. That lake’s outlet stream flows through two
other small lakes and then into Red Cedar Lake in far northeastern Barron County. The outlet
stream from that lake is named the Red Cedar River. It flows south for many miles and
eventually joins the Chippewa River. The Red Cedar’s gradient is not steep so the only rapids are
minor riffles. Sandstone bluffs are exposed periodically along the way. Tree species gradually
change from northern conifers and hardwoods to southern hardwoods.
Human History and Influence
White men first ascended the Red Cedar in 1820 when Jacob Astor of the American Fur
Company arrived to explore the area. Henry Schoolcraft led a government expedition from the
headwaters to the mouth in 1831. The logging industry arrived by the mid-1800s. In the 1860s
several sawmills were operating between Menomonie and the Chippewa River confluence. One,
called the Knapp, Stout, and Company, was the world’s largest logging company for several
years. At Rice Lake, logging camp workers built a low dam so that logs could be stored behind
the dam until spring. Then they ran the logs down the river to Menomonie area mills. That dam
still exists as do several others.
Included are dams which create Tainter Lake and Lake Menomin near Menomonie. The river
runs reasonably clear until it hits these lakes. By late summer these impoundments turn peagreen from algae blooms. Tons of fertilizers and other nutrients from farms and lawns are to
blame. The river is also adversely impacted by municipalities, industries, roads, and sewage
treatment plants. The largest streamside cities are Rice Lake and Menomonie.
Navigability and Difficulty
The Red Cedar is one of Wisconsin’s most reliably navigable and family friendly streams to
paddle. Frustratingly shallow sections do exist during times of drought. Gauge readings
recorded at Menomonie can be monitored at the USGS website. Paddlers wondering about
water levels can also call the DNR office at Barron (715-537-5046).The only real hazards are
scattered fallen tree “sweepers.”
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have explored nearly every mile of the Red Cedar River. Because I lived in nearby Eau Claire for
many years it was a natural paddling destination. One section I missed until 2004 was the
uppermost section between Mikana and Rice Lake. Alone in my Bell Wildfire, I finally explored
those 11 miles in early September of that year. After three hours on the river I biked back to
Mikana from the Hwy 48 bridge. The river’s clarity was excellent. Most of the stream edges were

marshy. The yellow flowers of bur marigolds were the prominent blooms of the day. I found the
stream to be surprisingly wide and the current to be mostly slow. It narrowed and sped up
through one long, rocky stretch and several shorter ones. The river was narrower during the last
third of my trip. Streamside dwellings were rare until near the end. Several new homes were
visible on the high left bank near Hwy 48.
One beautiful day in late July of 2003 I embarked on one of my longest solo day trips in
Wisconsin. I paddled nearly 19 miles from Rice Lake’s County O bridge to the County I bridge
just west of Chetek. The clear water was a window to waving water plants and more fish than I
had ever seen from a canoe in Wisconsin. Most were rough fish but I also spotted several
smallmouth bass. Reptile species were represented by one large snapping turtle which swam by.
I liked it when islands appeared and created narrower channels to explore. Downstream of
Cameron I saw the Yellow River merge from the right. I have paddled that stream several times
into the Red Cedar and down to the County OO bridge. After I passed under it I was again on a
stretch of river I had never been on. It featured two more attractive sandstone bluffs. At the
County I bridge I hopped on the bicycle I had left there and pedaled back to my vehicle.
I explored the following section of the Red Cedar in August of 1985 with a tandem companion
and another couple. We put in on the Chetek River at Chetek and followed it to the Red Cedar
confluence. Then we paddled 9 miles to the community of Sand Creek where we took out. The
rain-swollen river carried us rapidly past several sandstone cliffs topped by white pines.
I have paddled the rest of the Red Cedar River on many occasions. I recall leading a Sierra Club
Chippewa Valley group outing from Hwy 64 to Colfax sometime in the late 1980s. On another
occasion I took out at Colfax but shortened the trip from about 14 miles to about 9 miles by
putting in at the landing on river right along County W near the junction of County S. Several
times I put-in at 22 mile Ford Park and paddled to a take-out downstream of Colfax. There are
three landings in that town. One is at Tom Price Memorial Park just upstream of the Hwy170
bridge. Another one, about a half mile upstream from this park, is marked in the Wisconsin
Gazetteer. A third access point is Felland Park on the west edge of town. In general the river
between Hwy 64 and Colfax is more interesting and a tad more challenging than other sections.
It has more backwaters, more islands, higher bluffs and fewer visible farm fields than other
sections.
I really like the river between Colfax and Upper Lake Tainter, so I have canoed it several times. It
features one nice sandstone bluff, many sandy cut banks, and a variety of attractive trees. There
are some nice camping islands which I have used for that purpose on more than one occasion.
Trees tend to fall into the river along this stretch creating hazards to avoid. My first trip here
was in 1994 when Eric Wheeler and I explored it in our solo boats. It took us less than two hours
to paddle from Colfax to the Russian Slough boat landing. Though we had left our bikes there
we wanted to spend more time on the water. So we paddled on to Lake Tainter and there we
separated. Eric paddled back upstream to where we had left our bikes while I paddled to the
boat landing on the lake’s eastern shore. From there I ran back to Russian Slough where Eric was

waiting for me. The landing there is not easy to find though it is marked in the Wisconsin
Gazetteer.
Paddlers usually avoid the next 20 miles of the Red Cedar which consist mostly of
impoundments behind dams. Downstream of Menomonie there are still 16 miles of free flowing
river before the Chippewa River confluence. This is a well-traveled piece of river because it is
scenic, accessible, easy to paddle and reliably navigable. The Red Cedar State Trail which closely
follows the river is used by bicyclists, walkers and cross country skiers. These final miles of the
Red Cedar are especially attractive because the river cuts through a forested gorge. Canoeists
and kayakers enjoy maneuvering through a series of minor rapids. Some enthusiasts combine
paddling with biking on the State Trail. In fact, I led several Sierra Club outings in the 1980s and
‘90s which I billed as “Eat, Bike and Paddle.”
First we secured our bikes near the bridge at Downsville. Second we canoed to that point from
Menomonie. The third leg was a bike ride back to Menomonie along the Red Cedar State Trail.
We ended the day with a meal at the Creamery Restaurant in Downsville. One day Dick Boyum
and I hauled our bikes from Menomonie to Downsville in a tandem canoe. Then we biked back
to Menomonie. One December day I implemented an even more unique shuttling idea. Snow
covered the ground but the river was still unfrozen. I loaded a pair of cross country skis into my
tandem canoe. Then my tandem partner and I launched it from boat landing just upstream of
the Hwy 29 bridge in Menomonie. After we reached Downsville she walked up to the Creamery
Restaurant while I cross country skied the Red Cedar Trail back to Menomonie to get my car. It
was nearly dark when I completed the trek.
That day we paddled only 8 miles but extending the trip another 6 miles to County Y is a
common practice. I have done this and have also twice paddled the final mile down to the
Chippewa River and beyond.
Experiences of Others
Mike Svob divides the Red Cedar River between his two guidebooks. In Paddling Northern
Wisconsin he breaks the river into four sections: 1) The 7.8 miles from Red Cedar Co. Park in Rice
Lake to Co. W. 2) The 11.2 miles from Co. W to Co. I. 3) The 13.7 miles from Co. I to Hwy 64. 4)
The 15.3 miles from Hwy 64 to Tom Price Memorial Park just upstream of Hwy 170 on river right.
He does not describe my favorite section between Colfax and Russian Slough. In Paddling
Southern Wisconsin Svob describes the final 16 miles from the boat landing just upstream of
Hwy 29 on river right in Menomonie to the Chippewa River.
Further Ideas
Canoe-camping is possible but not easy on the Red Cedar. There are 54 dam-free miles between
Rice Lake and Tainter Lakes which need more developed campsites. Camping is encouraged at
Myron Park about 2 miles upstream of Sand Creek. Island camping is OK anywhere along the
river but permission from landowners should be obtained everywhere else.

Conclusion
The Red Cedar is a wonderful canoeing stream. The paddling is easy, water levels are reliable
and the scenery is often very good.

Robinson Creek
Location
Jackson and Monroe counties.
Natural Features
Robinson Creek drains sections of southern Jackson County and extreme northern Monroe
County. Most of this sandy region is classified as “pine/oak barrens.” Several feeder creeks
merge near Millston to form Robinson Creek, which then flows west to the Black River. This
small stream is often strikingly beautiful as it winds past tall white pines and low sandstone
bluffs. The stream floor is bedrock sandstone at times. Periodically it manifests as ledges which
create rapids. The most striking is a five foot vertical ledge called Polly Falls.
Human History and Influence
A man named Frank Mills ran a small logging operation at the site which became Millston. The
Tomah and Lake St. Croix Railroad was laid through this town in 1871. Local Indians called it “Big
Gut Station” because of Mr. Mill’s generous abdominal girth. Several of the creek’s headwater
streams course through the Black River State Forest. In the late 1990s, the Wisconsin DNR
initiated a Land Legacy Study that identified the Robinson Creek Barrens as possibly the largest
pine/oak barrens in the US.
This land is not suitable for most crops but is perfect for growing cranberries. Robinson Creek is
polluted by the chemicals from several cranberry bog operations which drain into this stream.
One day I found myself floating among thousands of cranberries which had washed into the
creek. Trees loosely anchored by sandy soils frequently fall across the creek and block passage.
For many years, Bob Mulder from West Salem would lead Sierra Club work days during the first
weekend in April. Then Phil Johnsrud took over and led the yearly efforts to remove deadfall
obstructions. In recent years a local “friends” club has been working to keep the creek open for
paddlers.
Navigability and Difficulty
Robinson Creek is only runnable in early spring or after heavy rains. The American Whitewater
website uses a gauge on the nearby Black River to make runnability advice. Some fallen trees
may be encountered and intermediate whitewater skills are needed.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have run Robinson Creek on numerous occasions through the years. Some of those trips were
work days with Bob Mulder or Phil Johnsrud. Between stops to clear the deadfall we always
enjoyed paddling its minor rapids and enjoying the scenery. One early April day there were
snow flurries in the air. As did several others I used my chainsaw repeatedly while standing in
water in waist deep water. My farmer john wetsuit was not keeping me warm. Without realizing
it I slowly became hypothermic. At the end of the day we gathered at a local restaurant where I

could not get warm even though the heat was on. So, I drove back to Eau Claire the same
evening to avoid camping in the cold with the others. (What a wimp!)
Robinson Creek paddlers experience a narrow stream which alternates between speedy
sandstone gorges and slow meanders along sandy banks. Sierra Clubbers always put in at the
North Old County I bridge west of Millston. Our take-out has always been by the Hwy 27 bridge.
I see that the American Whitewater website now recommends taking out at the W. Pine Hill Rd.
bridge another ½ mile downstream. The total trip distance is about 10 miles.
Right from the start the current is swift and high water can make it tricky. One year two canoes
capsized almost immediately. Two or three miles into the trip there is a cranberry diversion dam
which necessitates a brief portage on river right. Paddlers reach the Kelly Rd. bridge about five
miles into the trip. Under the bridge is a safe low dam which can be easily run if there is enough
water. It’s a good idea to scout the drop to find the best place to run it.
Downstream of Kelly Rd. the action picks up. Soon there is a quick right turn over a broken
sandstone ledge which rates an easy Class II. About a half mile further a horizon line appears
which marks the lip of Polly Falls. Pull out well upstream to take a look at this sheer drop. Do this
especially when the water is high because take-out eddy opportunities are few and small.
Experienced paddlers like me enjoy running this 5-6 foot falls when the water level is right.
Robinson Creek was too high for a time in 1996. Two people drowned that year when they
became trapped in the hole at the base of Polly Falls. Following Polly Falls there are one or two
more easy rapids. Then the creek slows down for the rest of the trip.
Experiences of Others
The American Whitewater website covers the 4.9 miles between Kelly Rd. and W. Pine Hill Rd.
They rate it Class I-II (III). The site includes a photo of Polly Falls.
Further Ideas
Downstream of Hwy. 27 two or three river miles separate Robinson Creek from the Black River.
Paddlers could conceivably float downstream into the Black and another 2 miles to the Irving
boat landing. I have heard they will see at least one more sandstone cliff but they might
encounter a lot of deadfall.
Conclusion
The Sierra Club’s (John Muir Chapter) River Touring Section has made Robinson Creek a
paddling tradition for many years. Why? Because it is uniquely beautiful and it brings some early
spring whitewater excitement after the long winter.

Rush River
Location
St. Croix and Pierce counties.
Natural Features
The Rush River begins just north of Baldwin in St. Croix County. It flows southward from original
prairie land into original forested land. This is a young river which cut a new, narrow valley
through hilly glaciated terrain when the Wisconsin Glacier was melting around 10,000 years ago.
Dolomite and sandstone cliffs were the result. With a steady medium current the Rush descends
to Lake Pepin, a natural widening of the Mississippi River.
Human History and Influence
Near Baldwin the Rush drains original prairie land which is now heavily farmed. Farther south
there are more trees but agricultural influences are still strong. The riverside municipalities of
Martel and El Paso are small but do impact the river. Maiden Rock is situated along the shore of
Lake Pepin just east of the Rush River delta. Back in the mid-1800s there was a sawmill in this
town. It processed logs which had been driven down the Rush River. The aforementioned delta
is now protected as Wisconsin State Natural Area. This stream is a popular destination for brown
trout fishermen. As far as I know there are no dams.
Navigability and Difficulty
The Rush needs a fair amount of water to be navigable. Knowing if water levels are sufficient will
require scouting from bridges. During my trips I found fallen tree problems to be minimal.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I have been fortunate to travel the Rush on three separate occasions. The first was a peak fall
color day in October of 1981. I paddled several miles downstream of Hwy 10 but cannot recall
the access points I used. My Ladybug solo freestyle canoe carried me over rocky shoals, through
fast, narrow chutes between islands, and across slower, wider reaches. My second trip was
several years later in a tandem canoe with my future brother-in-law, David Goergan. We
explored a section of the river starting at Martell. Shallow water forced us to walk the canoe
several times. Two natural features caught our attention on that day. The bedrock walls were
lovely but even more remarkable were the blossoming pond weeds. Sections of the stream were
blanketed by their tiny white flowers.
My best trip down the Rush came after a three inch rain in August of 2002. I rode the muddy
stream through a delightful world of cliffs, forests and dancing waters. The swift current, narrow
Class I drops and protruding tree branches kept me busy dodging left and right. Numerous
islands and large boulders were also fun obstacles to dodge. Several green and blue herons led
me down the river past a host of blooming joe-pye weeds. What a perfect day! It had started at
the 730th Ave. bridge after I had left my shuttle bicycle at the 465th Ave. bridge. That’s where my
journey ended.

Further Ideas
With high water it would be fun to run the Rush River all the way from Martel to Lake Pepin. The
distance would be 20 to 25 miles which could be covered in one long day.
Conclusion
The Rush River is very lovely and exciting to paddle when there is enough water. It deserves
more attention from paddlers.

Silver Creek
Location
Price and Taylor counties.
Natural Features
Alcohol Creek originates near Timm’s Hill which at 1,951 feet is Wisconsin’s highest point. This
headwater stream eventually becomes Silver Creek which flows westward until it joins the South
Fork of the Flambeau River. The drainage area consists of moraines deposited by the Wisconsin
Glacier. As a result the streambed and the surrounding soils are often rocky or sandy. Much of
the area is forested by a mix of northern hardwoods and conifers. I suspect this stream has some
minor rapids.
Human History and Influence
Silver Creek skirts the Taylor County community of Westboro which has around 660 residents.
Agricultural runoff impacts this stream to a moderate degree. Its lower reaches flow through an
undeveloped portion of the Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest.
Navigability and Difficulty
The Silver is a small creek so it is often too shallow for canoeing. Many sections are likely to be
deadfall prone. The short section I explored was quite open, however. There must be some
rapids but I do not know how difficult they are.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
In May of 1982, I explored a short section of Silver Creek. My put in was the Highway D bridge
on the east end of Westboro. An hour later I took out at the Hwy 13 bridge on the west edge of
the same town. Despite the creek’s small size, it was a relatively easy excursion. Clear water
flowed over a sandy stream floor. It was a challenge to negotiate all the tight turns in my 15 ft. 9
inch long Blue Hole OCA. The corridor was alternately marshy and woodsy.
Further Ideas
It might be possible to paddle Silver Creek all the way to the South Fork of the Flambeau River.
The wildness and beauty of this stretch might justify the likely hardship of many deadfall
obstructions. There should be some rapids but I doubt they would be very difficult. I am
tempted to try this stretch when the water if high.
Conclusion
Silver Creek is too small to be a destination for most paddlers. Yet, my brief trip was nice
enough. That final long stretch to the South Fork of the Flambeau could be a wilderness gem.

Trempealeau River
Location
Jackson and Trempealeau counties.
Natural Features
The Trempealeau River’s North and South and Branches merge near Hixton on I-94. From there
the river flows southwesterly and eventually joins the Mississippi River. If the Kickapoo River is
the longest stream to flow entirely in the Driftless Region, I suspect that the Trempealeau is the
second longest. All four glaciation stages missed this region. Its characteristic bluffs and valleys
were never flattened by glaciers. Rivers like the Trempealeau have been undisturbed for a long
time. Through the ages they have slowed and become more tortuous. Most of the river is
rockless and is muddy because of loamy soils. The lower Trempealeau River Valley is very wide.
During glacial melt water times the valley floor was the bottom of a lake which existed because
of a temporary ice dam on the Mississippi River. Wetlands dominate the lower river corridor.
Human History and Influence
This stream is named after an unusual land form at its confluence with the Mississippi River. The
“island/mountain” situated here is the tallest of its kind along the entire Mississippi.
Trempealeau Mountain was a holy site for Native Americans and a significant landmark for early
river runners. The French explorer Nicolas Perrot camped near here in 1685 and a French fort
was built nearby in 1731.
Numerous towns populate the banks of this river. They include Blair, Whitehall, Independence
and Arcadia. The dam at Whitehall was removed in 1988. Since then the entire river has run
freely. Perrot State Park is located at the Mississippi confluence. Wetlands at that site are the
result of human engineering. Lock and Dam #6 on the Mississippi River raises the water level
here. A railroad grade skirts Trempealeau Mountain and functions as a dike. This and a second
dike hold water in a 5,700 acre wetland complex managed as the Trempealeau section of the
Upper Mississippi National Wildlife Refuge.
Navigability and Difficulty
There is no whitewater on the Trempealeau River. Deadfall problems are rare downstream of
Whitehall. There is virtually always enough water in the river downstream of this point.
“Strainers” reaching out from the banks are the only hazards. Water levels can be monitored at
the USGS Website which reports the river levels at Arcadia.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
On September 13, 2003 I paddled the Trempealeau from Whitehall to a Hwy 93 pull-off just
north of Arcadia. It took me 5 ½ hours to travel this 16 mile distance in my Bell Wildfire. Then I
biked back to Whitehall along highways 93 and 121. It was a drought year but there was still
plenty of water. I enjoyed the first few miles the most because the stream was narrow and it
wound under an attractive canopy of trees. It was fun to slalom a river course dotted with moss

and grass covered woody snags. I admired a plethora of blooming streamside burr marigolds.
As the stream widened its character became more monotonous. At least there was a great
variety of trees to see. I identified silver maples, black willows, burr oaks, green ash, white pines
and river birches.
Two years earlier I had explored another stretch of the Trempealeau. On that day I paddled my
Wildfire from near Arcadia to the small community of Dodge. My put-in was a non-formal
access point next to the Lower River Rd. bridge about 4 miles downstream of Arcadia. I saw
hundreds of birds during my journey. Included were Canada geese with goslings, great blue
herons, wood ducks, tree swallows, a barred owl, numerous chattering kingfishers and many
songbirds I could not identify. Several American toads added their long trills to the cacophony
of natural sounds. Many large turtles populated the sandy beaches. Some scampered towards
the water when I approached but others stayed on their nests. Later I identified them as spiny
soft-shell turtles.
Holstein and Brown Swiss cows were other live creatures I saw along the banks. About two
miles into the trip I passed under a railroad trestle and began to notice an increasing number of
sandbars. Several of them looked like good camp spots. After a total of about 3 ½ hours I
reached Sportsman Park at Dodge where I had left my 50cc motorcycle. I rode it back along
County J to my vehicle at the put-in.
On October 10 of 2004 I returned to Sportsman Park at Dodge. The park had been deserted the
first time I was there but this time it was teeming with horses and their riders. All were gathered
for a weekend of riding, camping and partying. First I drove to the Hwy 35 bridge and locked
my bike to a tree. During my drive back to the put-in I was surprised to see trees whose needles
had turned to a golden fall color. I had not realized that the tamaracks ranged this far south in
Wisconsin. In fact, there is a nearby Trempealeau River tributary named Tamarack Creek.
At Dodge I put in and soon entered a wide and marshy valley. Trees were typically widespread
so it was easy to see lovely distant bluffs splashed with fall colors. The river narrowed and
deepened in the marshiest sections. Several trees fell partially across the narrow channel but
never blocked my way. This trip was about six miles long. The bike ride back was hectic at first
along Hwy 35 because of the traffic. Riding was easier and much more enjoyable after I turned
right onto County P.
From Hwy 35 there are about 7 river miles to the take out at Perrot State Park. I paddled this
section in 1981 with a friend in my tandem canoe. I do not remember much about the trip
except for a continuous levee on river right. It was wide enough to be obstruction-free.
There is a marked canoe trail which starts at the Perrot State Park boat landing. It circles up the
river, along the levee, past Trempealeau Mountain and back. I canoed this trail myself on one
occasion.

Experiences of Others
The out-of-print A Canoeing Guide to the Indianhead Rivers of West Central Wisconsin included
4 sections of the Trempealeau River. I found it to be helpful when I planned my outings. Still in
print is Paddling Southern Wisconsin by Mike Svob. It describes the 7.5 miles from Whitehall to
Independence and the 11.6 miles from Independence to Arcadia. Svob recommends using the
following two access points: Four Seasons Park Landing at Independence and a landing along
River Street on river right at the west end of Arcadia. Consult the Perrot State Park website to
learn about the 3.4 mile Trempealeau Bay Canoe Trail I mentioned above.
Further Ideas
The Trempealeau is a fine, family-friendly canoe stream. Sandbars make canoe-camping an
attractive option. I imagine paddlers can also use Sportsman Park at Dodge for camping.
Conclusion
There are many canoeable sections of the Trempealeau River. They are all reasonably attractive
and easy to paddle. Water levels should always be adequate.

A view of the Trempealeau River from a perch high above it, as it nears the Mississippi
River.

Waumandee Creek
Location
Buffalo County.
Natural Features
Waumandee Creek is a typical “coulee country” stream. This is a land of ridges and narrow
valleys or “coulees” which drain into wider valleys. Waumandee Creek originates in southern
Buffalo County and flows southward to the Mississippi River. Like most streams in this region it
moves slowly through muddy and sandy soils. Near the Mississippi River confluence it breaks
into a complicated system of backwaters. Before settlement this was oak savanna country.
Human History and Influence
The Waumandee Valley has been dairy farm country for many years. The small community of
Waumandee lies along its banks. Its population in 2010 was 68. The creek is tainted by farm
runoff and a heavy sediment load. In 2003 I read an article in the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
about a successful effort to lessen the harmful effects of flooding along this waterway. Local
farmers have seen the benefits of grassed waterways, barnyard runoff control, contour farming,
strip cropping and restored wetlands.
Navigability and Difficulty
This stream is mostly too small for practical travel. Near the Mississippi it becomes more
navigable where it widens and deadfall problems decrease. Getting lost in the backwaters is a
possibility. Maps are available which can lessen this likelihood.

Trip Ideas: My Experience
This was one of my more interesting adventures. First I scouted the creek from Waumandee
Creek Rd. near State Hwy 35. I spotted a downed tree a short distance downstream which made
me leery of putting in there. So I drove back to Hwy 35 and found a bridge about a mile south
of the Hwy 88 junction. I was not sure if the water flowing underneath it was Waumandee Creek
or some other stream. According to the map Waumandee Creek was supposed to pass under
that highway a mile or two further to the south. This puzzle served to increase my curiosity.
Perhaps the creek had forged a new channel to the Mississippi backwaters.
I decided to follow it upstream to see if would lead to the Waumandee Creek Rd. Bridge I had
visited earlier in the day. First I drove to the Mississippi backwater boat landing at Merrick State
Park and locked my bike to a nearby tree. My plan was to eventually reach that place by
paddling across Bensel Pond (which is marked in the Gazetteer) and into the Mississippi
backwaters. Back at the Hwy 35 bridge over whatever stream it was I put in and paddled
upstream. The current was strong so I had to work hard. My task became easier when I entered
a marsh (later I learned this wetland was the Czechville Ponds). I was happy to see several
Canada geese but the thrill soon ended because they were so noisy. Their honking was incessant

as they led me upstream for about 30 minutes. What a relief it was when they flew off and their
honking was replaced by the pleasant trill of an American toad.
In another half hour I reached the bridge I had stood on earlier in the day. Here I knew I was
indeed on the real Waumandee Creek. Later that day I found another Hwy 35 bridge about two
miles south of the bridge where I had put in. This one had a sign designating Waumandee
Creek. My conclusion was that the stream I had accessed from the other Hwy 35 bridge was a
“distributary” of Waumandee Creek which had carved its own route to the Mississippi
backwaters. That waterway may have had a different name.
I turned around at the Waumandee Creek Rd. bridge and floated back downstream to where I
had begun. Going upstream I had pulled my canoe over two fallen trees so I did so again on the
way back. At one point I frightened a doe whitetail deer away from its fawn. This tiny creature
was so young it could barely stand. It eyed me with terror as I floated by. When I again reached
the Hwy 35 bridge where I had put in I passed it and soon reached Bensel Pond. Its murky water
was so shallow it did not cover scores of carp fins which jutted above the surface. Ahead of me I
could see a flat-bottomed boat carrying two men. As I drew closer I could see that one of them
was standing and poised to shoot an arrow with his bow. He shot a large carp and pulled it in
by the line attached to the arrow. These gentlemen told me their haul had already totaled more
than 100 pounds for the day.
I paddled onward to the far north end of Bensel Pond where the waterway narrowed and shot
quickly through a culvert under a railroad-topped levee. While passing through the culvert I
ducked under scores of panicky swallows which flew away in panic. At the end of the culvert my
canoe bounced through a series of standing waves. Soon the creek’s direction changed
abruptly from north to southeast as it entered the Mississippi backwaters. The main channel was
not always easy to identify but I was able to follow the downstream current. Eventually I spotted
some dwellings on a high left bank. I was ready for a break and a snack so I paddled over to the
formal boat landing I found there. At a nearby store I bought a soda and some chips. Outside
the store I spotted a road sign which read Indian Creek Rd. I deduced I may have not been
paddling Waumandee Creek that day after all. Instead I probably had traveled a “distributary” of
Waumandee Creek called Indian Creek. A “distributary” is a waterway which breaks off from the
main channel of a stream and finds another route to a larger stream. Anyway I decided to walk
along Indian Lake Rd.and find my way to the Merrick Creek landing by foot instead of by canoe.
I was able to locate my bike and rode it back to the put-in.
A few years later, Ron Rosner returned to the Merrick State Park area with our canoes. We put in
at the same Hwy 35 bridge I used previously. This time we did not paddle upstream first as I
had. Instead we pointed our boats downstream and followed the route I had taken across Bensel
Pond and on to the Mississippi backwaters. This time we made it all the way to the landing at
Merrick State Park.
2015 ADDENDEM: John Sullivan is a paddler who lives in the La Crosse area. He is an expert on
local waterways. He sent me a map which clarifies the situation. Waumandee Creek currently

breaks into three distributaries which reach the Mississippi River backwaters. They are named
the North, Middle and South Outlets. Now I understand the trip I described above. I began my
outing on the North Outlet. I paddled it upstream to the main Waumandee Creek which I
ascended to the Waumandee Rd. bridge before I turned around. Then I retraced my steps and
followed the North Outlet to Bensel Pond and into the Mississippi backwaters. Indian Creek’s
location is still unclear but it probably is the name of a backwater channel which receives the
waters of all three outlets of Waumandee Creek.
Further Ideas
It would be interesting to explore the other two Waumandee Creek distributary “outlets.”
Another idea is explore the same section I did but to start at the Waumandee Creek Rd. bridge.
Conclusion
Lower Waumandee Creek and its distributaries are fascinating places to explore for paddlers
who tolerate getting lost or confused.

Map produced by John Sullivan

Wedges Creek
Location
Clark County.
Natural Features
Wedges Creek begins and ends in the forests of western Clark County. Headwaters trickle off a
feature known as South Mound located near the hamlet of Willard. The “mounds” of this region
arise dramatically from relatively level landscapes in contiguous areas of Clark, Jackson, Monroe
and Jackson counties. They are “outliers” of resistant sandstone which were left behind when the
ancient sandstone ridge known as the Ironton cuesta retreated westward through eons of time.
This stream gathers tributaries as it drains a conifer-hardwood forest growing on sandy soils.
Along the way it exposes both sandstone and granite bedrock as it descends towards the Black
River. Its gradient is high enough to form a series of minor rapids.
Human History and Influence
Farming efforts have largely failed because of poor soils in the Wedges Creek drainage area.
Logging has long been practiced in the Clark County Forest. There are no human communities
impacting this stream.
Navigability and Difficulty
The sections I paddled were surprisingly devoid of obstructions. Rapids are of the Class I and
riffle level of difficulty. One rapid deserved a Class II rating when I ran it in near flood conditions.
Wedges Creek is only runnable when the water is quite high.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I really enjoyed Wedges Creek when I explored it on June 1 of 2000. My timing was good
because it had rained hard the previous two days. . After I left my mountain bike near the
Highway 95 bridge over the Black River I drove to the Middle Road bridge and prepared to
launch my Bell Wildfire. I knew there would be some whitewater because a friend of mine had
paddled Wedges Creek and told me about it. I had the choice of a whitewater or quiet water
canoe because both types were tied to the top of my vehicle. I went with my Bell Wildfire which
is not designed for whitewater but is especially fun to paddle on quiet water and minor rapids.
Within 5 minutes a large granite outcrop came into view on river right. It heralded a rapid which
looked and sounded like a significant drop. I decided to stop to take a look. My anxiety level
rose as I walked along the shore scouting the 30 yard series of big holes and waves. At low
water this is probably Class I pussycat but today it was a Class II. Paddling this cascade would be
a significant challenge in my non-whitewater Bell canoe. Briefly I considered carrying it back
through the thick woods to my vehicle at the put-in and switching to my whitewater canoe. But,
in the end I decided to take the risk and face the challenge. It was not easy but with pounding
heart I ran it well

Intermittent Class I riffles continued as I flew down this narrow but unobstructed creek. I passed
a sandstone wall which was surprising because I had passed a wall of granite bedrock only a
short distance upstream. The stream corridor was wild and featured mature upland trees
including three types of oak and a scattering of white pines. A bald eagle flew overhead for a
minute or two. At one point my presence caused a female wood duck to panic and become
separated from her ducklings.
When I reached the Black River confluence it was one more mile to the Hwy 95 bridge. The
outing had taken only 1 hour and 45 minutes and the day was still young. So after I biked the
shuttle and picked up my boat and gear I decided to paddle the next upstream stretch of
Wedges Creek on that same day. This time I left my bike at the Middle Rd. bridge which had
been my put-in earlier in the day. Next I drove to the Hwy 10 bridge and put in there for an
exploration of this upstream stretch. There was no whitewater but it was pretty and
unobstructed. I was delighted to observe several more sandstone outcrops among the heavily
forested banks.
Further Ideas
Put in at the Hwy 10 bridge and paddle down to Hwy 95 on the Black River. This should be
about an 8 mile trip.
Conclusion
This high water-only run is a great option for paddlers who like rarely paddled rivers and who
can handle mild whitewater. It is lovely, wild and narrow.

Willow River
Location
Polk and St. Croix counties.
Natural Features
The Willow River’s headwaters are located near the Polk County community of Clear Lake. From
Northwoodsy origins the Willow flows southward into the southern hardwood forests of
northeastern St. Croix County. Then it cuts through wind-deposited soils of an original prairie
before it begins a steeper, final descent to the St. Croix River. There it cuts a 200 foot deep
gorge through Ordovician Prairie du Chien dolomite. The river drops 45 feet over a series of
vertical falls terminating in 15 foot Willow Falls. Two miles further downstream the river exposes
sandstone bedrock at Little Falls which is mostly disguised by a dam.
Human History and Influence
This region saw many battles between the Sioux and Ojibwa Indian tribes. Loggers arrived in the
1830s and floated their logs down the Willow to the St. Croix. Wheat farming came into vogue
necessitating a grist mill. That need was satisfied by Christian Burckhardt who built a dam to
supply it with water power. Two more dams were constructed later. All three eventually
provided hydropower.
The Willow River drains large areas of agricultural land which deliver manure and chemicals to
the river. It also flows through the rapidly growing city of New Richmond where the river is
impounded by another dam. Willow River State Park is popular park which features Little Falls
Lake and Willow Falls. Until recently there were three consecutive impoundments within the Park
and just outside its boundary. Willow Falls was buried for many decades until 1990 when the
first dam was removed. A fact sheet from the River Alliance of Wisconsin stated the following
about the second of these three dams: “Like most dam removals, it was money, not
environmental reasons, that settled the fate of the dam; it was demolished for $800,000 which
was less than half the cost to repair the old structure.” The Willow River is a popular brown trout
stream and is managed for that purpose.
Navigability and Difficulty
Water levels are generally not a problem. Upstream sections are deadfall prone but obstructions
are rare along other sections. The Willow contains some easy Class I-II whitewater. Experts have
run the Class IV waterfalls in the gorge but they are best viewed from trails in Willow River State
Park. The American Whitewater website uses a nearby USGS gauge to make runnability advice
for two separate sections of the Willow, including the gorge.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
My only experience on the Willow came in late May of 1982. I left my bicycle locked to a tree
next to the Rustic Rd. bridge. Then I drove to the Little Falls dam in Willow River State Park. I put
in below the dam and headed downstream. Fishermen were stationed every few yards and I did

my best not to bother them. The stream was fast, riffly and dotted with islands. Basswood trees
and oaks framed an attractive river way. Some had fallen into the stream but none totally
blocked my path. The trip was about three miles long. My bicycle ride back was uneventful until
I reached the state park boundary. An exhilarating downhill ride began soon after I entered the
Park.
Experiences of Others
Frank Piraino spent much more time on the Willow than I did. He wrote about it in his Small
River Adventures of Wisconsin. His trip from New Richmond to the 100th St. bridge must have
been a nightmare. He spent more time pulling around and over fallen trees and logjams than he
spent on the river. But he experienced “clear sailing” after the 100th St. bridge. He really enjoyed
the 5 hours he spent paddling from there to the County A bridge.
Continuing downstream he began to encounter some easy rapids. Downstream of the County E
bridge some of them were Class II’s. He describes the access to the river from that bridge as
looking almost impossible. For that reason he recommends starting the whitewater section at
either Boardman or at the County A bridge. Frank did not paddle beyond the County I bridge
into the Park but wrote that there was a tak- out in the Park before the waterfalls. I pulled up a
map on the Internet and could not identify such an access.
The American Whitewater website mentions two sections of the Willow River. First is a 2.2 mile
Class I-II section between 100th Ave. and 140th Ave. Second is the 3.5 mile Class I-IV section from
County E to the footbridge below Willow Falls. Some experts have run this gorge but most have
portaged around Willow Falls because the landing below it is so shallow. Reportedly one
kayaker ran it and ended up in the hospital.
Conclusion
Sections of the Willow River are canoeable and attractive. Options exist for both whitewater and
quietwater boaters. Consider combining a trip on this river with a visit to the Willow River State
Park.

Wilson Creek
Location
St. Croix and Dunn counties.
Natural Features
Millions of years ago sedimentary rocks became warped into a series of ridges called cuestas.
One of these is now known as the Prairie du Chien Cuesta. I-94 drivers find themselves on long
incline a few miles west of Menomonie. They are riding the steep (or “escarpment”) side of this
cuesta. Wilson Creek drains eastward down this ridge. It speeds through oak woods and then
slows down near its confluence with the Red Cedar River.
Human History and Influence
Wilson Creek is named for an important figure in Dunn County history. Captain William Wilson is
one of Menomonie’s “founding fathers.” In the mid-185’s he bought into a small mill which
eventually grew to become the world’s largest lumbering operation. It came to be known at the
Knapp Stout and Company but the Wilson name remained attached to Wilson Creek and local
landmarks. Agricultural runoff impacts the creek, as do the small hamlets of Wilson and Knapp.
A sewage disposal plant discharges into the creek near the latter community. The Red Cedar
confluence is buried beneath an impoundment within the city limits of Menomonie.
Navigability and Difficulty
The only practical way to paddle Wilson Creek is a round trip from the Red Cedar River
impoundment known as Lake Menomin. The only difficulty is paddling upstream but the current
is weak.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
I was inspired by a 1984 Silent Sports Magazine article written by Dave Thobaden entitled
“Canoe Those Local Areas.” During his Wilson Creek outing he was treated to “fantastic” wildlife
sightings including a mink and a great horned owl. I duplicated his trip in early October of 1986.
First I found an access point near the Lake Menomin mouth of the creek. It was near the dam.
Briefly the creek way was narrow but it soon widened into a lake-like stretch with high banks
topped by white pine trees. This section was essentially a bay of Lake Menomin so there was no
current. Cattails lined the shores. I paddled past high sandstone cliffs which had been exposed
by massive glacial meltwaters. Soon I was facing a mild head current which became steadily
stronger as I ascended the narrowing creekway. Just before the I-94 bridge I turned around.
When I reached my car again I had spent about 2 hours on the water.
Further Ideas
It might be possible to make it down Wilson Creek from the County BB bridge. But then again it
might be a shallow, snaggy nightmare.

Conclusion
A short round trip on Wilson Creek is a nice option for Menomonie area paddlers.

Wolf River
Location
Taylor, Chippewa, Clark and Eau Claire counties.
Natural Features
This Wolf River is a tributary of the North Fork of the Eau Claire River. The latter eventually joins
the South Fork before the Eau Claire River merges with the Chippewa River in downtown Eau
Claire. The headwaters of the Wolf gather a few miles north and east of the Chippewa County
city of Stanley. About 10 miles south of Stanley this stream joins the North Fork of the Eau
Claire River. Remnants of the original conifer-hardwood forest persist along the way.
Human History and Influence
Stanley was founded in 1881 as a railroad town. For a while this town was a major logging
center. The river was too small for logging runs so the logs arrived by train. Later the region
turned to dairy farming. A dam at Stanley creates an impoundment called Lake Chapman.
Navigability and Difficulty
The Wolf is a small river which is often too shallow for navigation. Many sections are deadfall
prone but I found one which was only mildly so.
Trip Ideas: My Experience
In 1982 I explored the North Fork of the Eau Claire River after entering it from the Wolf River. My
put in was the Eau Claire County H bridge. I took out at Hamilton Falls on the North Fork. For
the first two miles I wound slowly past low banks on a sandy bottomed creek. Despite its
narrowness only two fallen trees required pull overs. After the County MM bridge it was about a
half mile to the North Fork confluence. Here the river sped through an attractive narrow gorge.
The bottom was rockier than it had been upstream. Majestic white pines towered overhead as I
maneuvered my Ladybug through boulder gardens.
Further Ideas
My outing ended at Hamilton Falls on the North Fork of the Eau Claire River. I could have
continued further down this lovely stream. (See its separate description in this section.) Perhaps
the Wolf is navigable from a bridge or two upstream of where I put in.
Conclusion
The Wolf River is an interesting way to begin a trip on the North Fork of the Eau Claire River.

